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Cbapter 1: Setup

lfyoube set uP the Momenta Computer according to the ins*uctions on the Get Started Fast! sheet,

yoube already done most of uthat's couered in thefirst half of this chapter. This chapter explains how

to clnnect the stylus and keyboard, set up the sueen, and turn the coruputer on and ofr ft ako tells

you horu t0 connect ?eripheral deuices, including the Momenta Floppy Driue.

Gonnecting the Keyboard and the Stylus

1. Plug the short, coiled section of Momenta's shielded keyboard cable into the
keyboard port at the back edge of the keyboard (Momenta logo facing up).
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2. Pull down the back panel (the panel at the back edge of the computer), and plug the

other end of the keyboard cable into the keyboard port (Momenta logo facing up).

The back panel is held firmly in place, so you may have to pull hard.

Keyboard Port

You can connect or disconnect the keyboard at any time, whether the computer is

on or off.

\Yarnfuig: This leeyboard must use only the Momenta shielded interface cable.

You can adjust the height of the keyboard to suit your needs, using the pull-down bar

under the keyboard.

Connccting thc Kcyborrd rnd thc Sryltrs
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3. Plug the stylus cord into the stylus port on the right or Ieft side of the computer. Be
sure it is firmly plugged in.

If you're right-handed, use rhe right port; if you're left-handed, use the left port.
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You can connect or disconnect the srylus at any time.

Setting Up the Screen

You can tilt up the screen so you can see it comfortably. If you can't lift up the screen, you

probably need to unlatch it.

1. Pull down the back panel (if it's not already down).

2. Press up on the screen latch.

Screen Latch

ScLring LJp thc Scrcen 1.4
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3. Tilt up the screen while pressing on the screen latch.

Turning the Gomputer On and Off

L. First time only: Remove the plastic battery tab.

Grasp the plastic tab jutting out of the main battery compartment (under the screen) and
pull the tab straight up.

Uhaprer l:5etup l.>



You can run the computer for several hours on the batteries that come with it, or plug it
into an electrical outlet. For information on using the batteries and the AC adapter/

battery recharger, see Chapter 2: Power.

rhc Conrputcr On and Of[ 1.6'l'u rning
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2. Turn on the computer by pressing the power button on the left side of the machine.

Power Button

The machine beeps once and comes on, running on the batteries installed at the factory.
A series ofstartup screens, which you can ignore, scrolls by.

If you're turning on the computer for the first time, it displays an invitation to take the

on-line tutorial, which takes you through some of the steps involved in using the

computer. If you want to take the tutorial (or don't want to take it), follow the directions
on the screen.

3. When you're ready to turn offthe computer, press the power button and hold it in
until you hear two beeps.

Unlike most computers, the Momenta Computer saves your work automatically and

continually, which means you don't have to tell it to save your documents before you turn
it off. The next time you turn on the computer, everything will come back exactly as you
left it, so you can get to work right away. (If you're not going to use the computer for a

il
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while-say, several [eg15-11'5 a good idea to turn it off, to preserve

components.)

Adiusting the Gontrast and Volume

the screen and other

Contrast Lever

Volume Lever

If you've turned on the computer and can't see anything on the screen, you probably need to

adjust the contrast. You can adjust the contrast, and the volume of the built-in speaker, using

the levers on the right side of the screen.

1. Adjust the contrast by sliding the contrast lever up or down.

2. Adjust the volume by sliding the volume lever up or down.

This lever controls the volume of the computer's built-in speaker. (Note that this lever

does not control the volume of the power on, powet off, and low battery beeps.)

AdjusLirrg thc (irntrrst rrrrl Voltrrrrc 1.8
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Gonnecting Peripheral Devices

You can connect a wide range of peripheral devices to the computer. There are two mouse
ports on the keyboard and industry-standard serial, parallel, and phone ports behind the
back panel.

W'arning: Do not connect a peripheral deuice (other than a printer) to tlte Momenta Clmputer unless

you'ue first made sure that iti elec*ically compatible, as explained in Appendix C: Connecting
Peripheral Deuices: Pin Assignments. For information on connecting printers, see Chapter 10:
Prinring and Faxing.

/a)
0z

Built-in Microphone
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Here's a brief description of the ports and their uses.

On the right and left sides of the keyboard:

. Mouse ports: Two IBM PS/2-compatible 6-pin ports, to connect a mouse or other

pointing device. If you want ro use a mouse, just connect it to the left or right mouse Port
t.for. you rurn the computer on. Don't install any mouse drivers (software that enables the

machine to use a mouse), because the machine already has them.

(irtrtcctirg, I)criplrcr.rl l)cviccs I'10
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Behind the back panel:

Serial port: An IBM PC-compatible RS-232C 9-pin serial port, to connect the Momenta
Computer to another computer, or to a serial printer, a bar-code scanner, or other serial

device. This port serves as DOS COM 1.

A serial file transfer cable comes with the computer. For details about transferring files, see

Chapter 11: \Working in MS-DOS.

Printer (parallel) port: An IBM PS/2-compatible 25-pin parallel port, to connect a parallel

printer, the Momenta Floppy Disk Drive, or a SCSI device (connected through a standard

SCSI adapter). This port serves as DOS LPT 1.

European and U.S./Canadian phone ports: An RJ-11 port, to connect the computer to a

U.S./Canadian telephone or phone line, and an RJ-45 port, to connect it to a European

telephone or phone line.

European and U.S./Canadian Phone Ports

E loror q 1;* \,t**
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The computer comes with an RJ-11 cable and an RJ-11 jack. On Momenta computers sold
in the United States and Canada, the European port is blocked by a plastic tab that must be

removed before the port can be used. On computers sold in Europe, the U.S.iCanadian
port is blocked by a similar tab. For details on connecting to a telephone or phone line, see

the "Faxing" section of Chapter 10: Printing and Faxing.

Gonnecting a Floppy Disk Drive

You can connect an external 3.5" floppy disk drive to the computer to store or transfer files
and applications. Here's how to connect the floppy disk drive to the computer:

1. Be sure that the computer and the floppy disk drive are both turned off.

2. Pull down the back panel (if it's not already down), as explained earlier in this
chapter.

3. Plug the floppy disk drive cable into the printer port, tightening the screws on the
cable connector.

Connccting a liloppy [)isl< I)rivc l.l2



Chapter 4: Moruenta Basics

This chapter introduces )tou to basic operations 0n the Momenta Computer, and prouides

brief illustrated instructions for each one. Among other things, it explains how to use the stylus

and the keyboard, how to creAte a document, and how to work with the paper thdt documents

are composed of

As yu read this and the following chapters, keep one thing in mind: Most of whdt lou see 0n

the screen is the electronic equiualent of paper, and is daigned to be used like paper. So ifyou

want t0 write something down, just pick u? the stylus and write away.

Getting to Work

\7hen you turn on the computer, the screen comes to life and displays a page in one of the

Momenta applications that comes with the computer.

Chapter 4: Momenta Basics 4.1
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At the bottom of the screen is a row of buttons called the dock, which gives you immediate

access ro the applications and the paper they provide, and to the accessories that help you do

your work. The computer comes with more than a dozen applications and accessories, such as

Momenta Memo, which you can use to write memos and other documents, Momenta

Calendar, which enables you to keep track of appointments, and Penware's PenCell, which

you can use ro creare spreadsheets or work with spreadsheets created on a PC. You'll learn

more about the dock, paper, and accessories later in this chapter.

trfiHfinmt
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At the top of the screen is a title barwhich displays the name of the document or accessory

you're working in and contains controls that enable you to manipulate the document or
accessory. These controls are also discussed later in the chapter.

Using the Stylus and Keyboards

The Momenta Computer comes with a stylus and rwo kinds of keyboards a hardware leey

board,which is made of plastic and which you can plug into the computer, and several

sofiware keyboardt which you can display on the screen and can use by tapping their keys with
the stylus. (For more information about the keyboards, see "Hardware and Software Key-

boards" below.)

You'll probably do most of your work with the stylus, because it's so easy to use and because

every application has been designed to work with it. There isn't much to know about using

the srylus, since it's really nothing more than a pen-an electronic pen, to be sure, but a pen

nonetheless.

Holding the stylus like a pen, you write and draw on the screen as you would on an ordinary
piece of paper. You don't have to press hard or write slowly; write as you normally do.

As you move the stylus across the glass, a digitizer-a complex electronic device that's built
into the glass and other parts of the compulsl-d61s61s the srylus' position, and causes inle to
be displayed on a liquid-crystal display under the glass. Although the ink is an electronic
image, it looks and acts very much like real ink.

Chapter 4: Momenta Basics 4,3



The srylus works only when its tip touches the screen; nothing happens if it comes in contact

with something else, even the screen of another Momenta Computer (one that the stylus isn't
connected to). Don't worry about touching floppy disks, cassette tapes, and other data storage

media with it, because it won't harm them.

Note: If ink isn't appearing wbere you put it (for instance, it seems to sltow up a faction of an inch away

fiom the tip of the stylu), the computer probably needs to be calibrated. For information about
calibration, see Chapter l2: Maintenance and Troubleshooting.

IJsing tlrc Stylrrs rrtd Kcyborxls /r.4
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The Stylus Button

You may already have noticed that there's a long, narrow button in the center of the stylus.
You use the stylus button in special situations to enhance the power of the stylus; you don't
have to use this button during the normal course of your work. Try not to hold the srylus in a

way that leads you to press the button inadvertently, or you may get unintended effects.

Stylus Bufton ---------

Hardware and Software Keyboards

In many applications, you can use a keyboard to enter text. tVhether you use a hardware or
software keyboard is up to you; the results are rhe same.

The hardware keyboard contains the usual alphanumeric keys plus several special-purpose
ones, and is described in detail in Appendix B, "The Hardware Keyboard."

Chaprer 4: Momenra Brsics 4.5



The computer also contains several software keyboards, or tap ke1boards, which you can use ln

place of the hardware keyboard. Having tap keyboards means that you don't need the hard-

ware keyboard to type. Tap keyboards are ideal for people who aren't experienced typists, or

for situations where it's impractical to use the hardware keyboard, such as a business meeting.

For information about the tap keyboards, see Chapter 9: Managing Your Time and \7ork,

and Chapter 11: Working in MS-DOS.

rrr,l. 4.(rllsinti thc Srl,ltr* rn<l I(cylx
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Handprintitrg, Typing, and Scribbling

Some applications can recognize your writing-provided you write clearly and consistently-
and can convert handwritten letters and numbers into printed rext, and handdrawn circles
and rectangles into geometrically precise figures. For example, in the following illustration the
word "Rectangle" has been handprinted and converted into printed text:

-JPremnbr 5/s J,l )'

Called handprinting recognition, this process of converting your writing to printed text is
described in Chapter 6: Handprinting Recognition. You can rype in any application that
allows handprinting recognition. 'i7hether you type or handprint, the results are the same:
printed text.

S'=3H:ds:
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Other applications (or areas within some applications) can't recognize your handprinting but
simply display your writing or drawing exactly as you enter it. Such unrecognized writing or
drawing is called smibbling. You'll learn more about scribbling in the next chapter.

jNotetaker ttt ,.1),

Basic Stylus Actions

In addition to handprinting and scribbling, the srylus is also used to tell the computer what to
do-to carry out certain operations, such as removing an object or changing its dimensions.

There are several basic stylus actions, which you'll find yourself using again and again.

llrsic Stvlus Ations 4.{l
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Tapping

Tappingis the most common stylus action. In general, it starts an operarion and causes a
change in the appearance of the tapped object, hightigbtingir in some way to make it stand out.

To tap an item,
tip of the srylus;

position the stylus over it and touch it once (firmly and fairly quickly) with the
then lift up the srylus.

In the above illustration, the stylus taps the nexr page burron, which causes the application to
turn the page.

Dwelling

Druellingis another common stylus action, typically used to continue displaying an object. To
dwell on something, position the stylus over it, touch it with the tip of the stylus, and keep the
srylus down on it until the desired action has been achieved; then lift up rhe srylus.

Chapter 4: Momenta Basics 4.9
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In this illustration, the srylus dwells on an object known as the command compass, displaying

its contents. The command compass and commands are discussed later in this chapter.

Stroking

Strobingis yer another common stylus action, one that's typically used to choose a command

from the command compass. To make a stroke, position the stylus over an item, press down

on it with the tip of the srylus, and move the srylus in the desired direction; then lift up the

stylus.

Free*nkr

In the above illustration, the stylus strokes downward on

Menu command.

the command compass, choosing the

lhsic Stylrrs Actiotrs 1r.10
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Dragging

Draggingis typically used to move an object. To drag an item, position the stylus over it, press
down on it with the tip of the srylus, and slide the stylus in the desired direction; Iift up the
stylus when you've reached the desired spot.
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In this illustration, the stylus drags an object known as a menu ro anorher spor on the screen.
Menus are discussed at the end of this chapter.
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Selecting an Obiect

Selectingdesignates an object you've created, such as a drawing or a block of rext, for action.
As explained later, once you've selected an object, you can move it, resize it, delete it, and
otherwise manipulate it.

Selecting is carried out with the most basic stylus action-tapping. You select an object by
tapping it, which causes a resizer to appear at each corner.

Fr*enter

Ft_€x

resizers, which are used to change the dimensions of an object, later

4.12

fl
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Rectangle
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You'll learn more about
in this chapter.
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To cancel a selection, tap outside the selected object or tap on it again with the stylus button
pressed in.

Selecting More than One Object

You can select more than one object by holding down the stylus button before rappingthe
second (third, fourth, and so on) object. Release the srylus button after you've made the last

selection.

Iuuuuu

ectangler

a
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Cancel a multiple selection the same way you cancel a single selection: by tapping outside the

selection.

Working with Paper

You write or draw on the Momenta Computer in much the same way as you write or draw

on ordinary paper. Since the computer is electronic, however, you can do all sorts of things

with its paper that are difficult or impossible to do with ordinary paper, such as (to pick but
one example) changing the size of a drawing.

The computer contains many difierent kinds of paper, with special properties that make your
work easier by automating certain tasks. For example, there's calendar paper, which can

sound an alarm to alert you to an appointment, and spreadsheet paper, which can add up

numbers for you. \Thatever you do on the computer, a sheet of paper is always on display,

ready for you to use (in other words, the screen is never blank).

The Different Kinds of Paper

You can create documents using any of six types of electronic paper, which are listed below.

Keep in mind that you don't necessarily have to use a given type of paper for its stated

purpose; for instance, you can just as easily use memo paper to write a letter to a friend as a

business memo.

Momenta Address Book
The Address Book is your personal address book-a place where you can enter the names,

Vorliing with l'rpcr 4.1/rnnnrnnnnnIlnnnnnnn
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addresses, and phone and fax numbers of your friends, colleagues, and clients. You can also
enter notes (such as directions to a client's office), and look up any entry with ease.

Momenta Calendar
Using the Calendar, you can keep track of appointments and other events. You can view your
schedule by the day, the week, and the month, and can set alarms to alert yourself to sched-
uled eyents.

Momenta Memo
Memo is a basic word processor, one that's ideal for the creation of memos, lerrers, and other
relatively simple documents. You can easily format documents to meet ahnost any need,
setting the margins, tab stops, line spacing, and other features.

Momenta Notetaker
Notetaker contains only scribble paper, which means that it's ideal for taking notes, keeping a

journal, or making lists of things to do. It displays whatever you write or draw, exacrly as you
entered it.

Pen'Ware's PenCell'"
A basic spreadsheet, PenCell gives you the ability to create charts based on rhe data you've
entered. It contains a wide range of functions (for making interest rate and other kinds of
calculations), and an Undo button that you can use to undo any acrion you've taken in the
spreadsheet-all the way back to the first one.

Momenta Presenter
As its name implies, Presenter is used for creating graphics and presentations. You can creare
surprisingly sophisticated graphics (and thus presentations) in Presenter, which, among orher
things, gives you the ability ro rorare text and graphics and to sort pages.

Chapter 4: Momenra Basics 4,15



As described in the next chapter, what you create in a document isn't limited to the properties

of the paper the document is composed of. That's because you can insert another kind of
paper-a stich-on-into the document and use the stick-on's properties to create what you

want, such as a chart or graphic.

In addition to various types of paper, the computer contains numerous accessories, such as the

Calculator, the Clock, and the Qwerty Tap Keyboard. Ail paper and accessories are located in

the Software Catalog, which is discussed below; for a description of the accessories, see

Chapter 9: Managing Your Time and'Work.

Obtaining Paper

You obtain paper from two places: the Software Catalog and the dock. The Sofrware Catalog

is a permanent repository for all the paper and accessories in the computer; you can always

find what you want there. By contrast, the dock is a temporary holding place; its purpose is to

give you immediate access to the paper and accessories you use most frequently. The dock is

set up for you so you can get to work right away, but you can change most of its contents to

suit your needs, as explained in "ModiS,ing the Dock" at the end of this chapter.

To open the Software Catalog, tap its button, which is located on the far right side of the

dock. -S7hen you tap a button in the dock, the button's name is displayed, so you can see

exactly what you tapped.
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The contents of the Software Catalog are listed in alphabetical order, beginning with the
Address Book. You can distinguish an application from an accessory by the size of their
buttons: An application's button is larger than an accessory's. For example, the Calendar
application's button is much larger than the Calculator's.
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To open something in the Software Catalog, tap its button. For example,
tor, tap the Calculator button.

to open the Calcula-

Edftlware
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Ifyou open an application, its paper appears above the dock, replacing the paper that's already
there, and its button is temporarily placed in the dock (if it isn't there already). If you open an
accessory, it simply appears above the dock. A checkmark is displayed near an irem's com-
mand compass in the Sofrware Catalog when that item is in the dock.
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As set up for you, the dock contains the following buttons:

Calendar

In/Out is used in printing and faxing, Mark Up lets you scribble on any document, the

Handprinting Trainer and Quick Handprinting Editor are involved in handprinting recogni-
tion, Momenta-to-DOS enables you to switch to MS-DOS, and the Paper Tray contains,
among other things, stick-on paper.

Paper Controls

You manipulate paper using various paper controls. Among other things, these controls
enable you to create a new page, to move from one page to another, and to scroll to any spot.

Some types of paper have all of the controls described below, while others have only some of
them.

Address
Book

Presenter ln/0ut Hand-
printing
Trainer

Momenta-
to-D0S

Paper Tray

eil'=l i=nf,fl#X;$EXEX
-1;*":l-.,_ L"1;;
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Creating a New Page

You create a new page in a document-or,
paper-by tapping rhe new page button on

-l Fr*senter

to put it another way, obrain a fresh sheet of
the right side of the title bar.

2's I',:;""'*"

Turning the Page

You turn the pages of a document by tappingthe next page or preuious page buttons. For every
tap of the button, the documenr moves forward or backward by one page.

Previous Page
Bufton

Next Page

Button

I)rper (irnrrols

Inn lln
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Scrolling to Any Location

You scroll to any point on a page by using the scroll compass, which is displayed in the lower
right on some pieces of paper. You can use the scroll compass in two w"ys, Yotr can make a
stroke in the direction you want to scroll to, which causes the document to move in that
direction.

:nre, c+py and sele+t any part +f the ter<t.

'rs for easy selection. Using the accelerffor

t+r+C +r c+oied.

-W-m-Www:e{t l9E5 lgET lgEg lgg5 and
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You can also tap the scroll compass, which displays a map of the page on display on rhe
screen. The map contains a box that shows the area of the page. By tapping an).where outside
the box, you scroll to that part ofthe page.

You can also achieve the same effect by dragging the box to anorher spot in the map.

awihble, in any tire using antline fmt tehndcgy. Also, the text

Oblects Oble+ts cm be,
used and editsJ

Pen Control The 6n co be

1987 t989 t995 rrl
and select any pan of the t*t
sele+ion. Using the accelerdor

button words can be rem*ed, m++J or copied

Paper Controls 4.22
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You can't use rhe scroll compass to turn the pages of a document; you can use it only to scroll

ro another area on a page. To turn the the pages, use the next page and previous page buttons,

as described under "Turning the Page" above.

Resizing a Piece of Paper

By dragging the resizer on the right side of the title bar of certain types of paper (anything that

doesn't take up the entire screen, such as an accessory), you can change the paper's dimen-

sions. Drag vertically to change the height, horizontally to change the width, and diagonally

to change both dimensions.
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You can't change the dimensions of the paper that makes up a document; such paper takes up
the entire screen and can't be resized.

Closing a Piece of Paper

piece of paper, tap rhe close button on the left side of the title bar.To close a

You can't close a document; when you switch applications, the documenr you're working on
goes away and another document takes its place. If you rerurn to the first application, the
document you were working on reappears.

The Command Gompass'"

You control the computer's operation by choosing commands, such as Remove or Copy, to
perform specific actions, such as removing a line of text or copying an object. On the Mo-
menta Computer, all commands are located in a circular button called the command compass.

'l ltc Conrm.rntl Comprs' 4.24
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Gommand Compass

'JFrresert*r 2/s J..l >

The command compass is displayed in the title bar of documents and in several other placcs,
such as on selected objects. It always works in the same way.

Using the Command Compass

To display the commands in the command compass, dwell on the compass, as shown below
in the case of a selected rectangle (remember, you select an object by tapping it):

Once the commands are displayed, it's easy to choose a command by making a stroke in the
command's direction. For example, to choose the Move command, make a stroke to the right
and, without lifting up the stylus, drag the object to anorher part of the screen. Lift up the
stylus when you're done.
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The Copy command works the same way as Move: Make a stroke to the left, which chooses

the Copy command and creates a copy of the selected object; then, without lifting up the

stylus, drag the copy to another spot. Lift up the srylus when you're finished.
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To edit the object, make a stroke to the upper left, which chooses the Edit command, whose
effect depends on the object; in the case of text, for example, the Edit command displays a cell
editorthatyou can use to edit the text. For details about this command, see the next chapter.

Making a downward stroke chooses the Menu command, which causes a menu of other
commands to appear, as shown below; see "Menus" below for details about menus and the
commands in them.

,Fill Enlor ,,"

,P.***q"1"r,,,,
Fatterni '..".l 

'

'Fr*me ftyle, I 
:

,Ering Tn....Frnnt
gTo mck

To remove the object, make a stroke to the upper right, which chooses the Remove command
and removes the object from the document. All removed objects are stored in the Clipboard,
from which you can retrieve them. The Clipboard is described in the next chapter.
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The Ouickest Way to Choose a Compass Command

There's a quick way to choose a command from the command compass-a shortcut you may
want to adopt once you're familiar with the compass. The shortcut enables you ro choose a

command from the compass without first having to display the contents of the compass,
which takes a little time.

Tire Cornmrnd Compass 4.28
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The trick is to know the location of the commands in the compass. Vhile holding down the
stylus button, make a stroke toward the desired command as though you were choosing a

command that's already visible, even though it's not. You don't have to make the stroke over
the command compass; anyr,vhere in the selection will do.

Standard Compass Commands

The compass contains five standard commands, which are described in the table below. A
comPass may not contain all of these commands; for example, the compass in the title bar of a

document contains only the Menu command. Nevertheless, a given command is always in the
same position.

Command Description

Remove Removes the selected rext or object and puts it in the Clipboard, which
holds the last five irems you removed; see rhe next chapter for a descrip-
tion of the Clipboard.

Enables you to move the selected text or object by dragging it with the
stylus. To choose this command, make a stroke toward Move and, with-
out lifting up the srylus, drag the item to a new spor.

Displays the menu associated with the selected text, object or document.
The menu contains additional commands that you can choose; see

"Menus" below for details.

Move

Menu
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copy

Edit

Copies the selected text or object. You can choose the Copy command
and move the selection with a continuous stroke of the stylus. To choose
this command, make a stroke toward Copy, which creates a copy of the
item and, without lifting up the stylus, drag the copy to a new place.

Enables you to edit the selected object. If the object is rext, for example, it
brings up a cell editor which displays the selected text and which enables

you to edit it; for information about editing texr, see the following
chapter.

Menus

\When you choose the Menu command in the command compass of an application's title bar,
you bring up a menu, called the application rnenu, that contains more commands-including
commands that open still other menus, known as submenus.

All menus work the same way. All application menus have some commands in common.

The Command Compass 4.30
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Choosing a Menu Gommand

To choose a command from a menu, tap on the command. The chosen command is carried
out and is highlighted until it's done; then the menu goes away.
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Abnut Precantef,".

Hanage Documents-.
Look Up Doeument-.

Herk Up...
ranc,.. .....:

Frint-.
Pagqr,
Edit,
Grid
L*1erut
i$tisk-cm

If you plan to use a menu often, it's a good idea to keep it on the page; see "Moving a Menu"
below for details about how to do that.

Using a Submenu

A submenu typically contains commands that apply to various functional categories, such as

editing rexr or graphics. A command that opens a submenu is marked with an arrow, while a

command that opens a dialog or a form is marked with three dots.
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Eol*r
Bri,ng T*r Fr*nt
SendTo Barfu

Submenu lndicator

Dialog or Form lndicator

lWhen a submenu appears, it comes up overlapping the menu that gave rise to it, and the
command that opens it is highlighted. If you tap a command in the submenu that opens yet
another submenu, the second submenu comes up, overlapping the first one.

Sht$l,fgrmulEc
5h6$r \fuluef;,
Entar. formula'

Arithmetic
,Da,teTime
Finmr*lnl'
Logl*af, 

,

Relmtlun,ut
$tatlrhlaal
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Moving a Menu

As explained earlier, a menu goes away once the command you've chosen is performed. If
you'd rather keep the menu on display-for example, you inrend to use it often-you can do
so by dragging it from its original position (the spot where it first appeared) to a new spor. To
drag a menu, grab it quickly with the stylus and move it to anorher location; start dragging it
as soon as you touch it, or you might end up choosing a command.

Pr*c6n.&Ei

fidill
f,iiii&.rr

Fageq"r.
Edit ,

Gild: , ,1

aetryi,'.::':
$tid<-ori;

litdrk Up;;
ldE..

Prlnli";:,t,,:.

L*ok Upl'$arrrnietrt-.

fa6eq. . ,

Edrt -

Grld.
Leyou!1.

Stidr-orii

\When you move a menu, it gains a title bar, which displays the menu's name and contains a

close button. If the menu belongs to an object, any commands you choose from it apply to
that object. Once the menu has a title bar, you can drag it only by grabbing its title bar.

iJp Doarm*nt.. |, ,/ .-
VP-' i .t Prester
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If you want additional copies of a menu that
you the menu in the first place. For example,

compass's menu command a second time (or

u

has been moved, just repeat the steps that gave

to get another copy of a menu, choose the

third or fourth).

Closing a Menu

To close a menu that has been moved, tap the menu's close button.

*htrut F,r,ecenter...

Her,n EocHment
lJ- -- - -- 

l\ - -...-- - -- L-

Application Menu Commands

The application menu contains several standard commands, which are described in the
table below. In most applications, the application menu contains additional commands,
specific to the application; you'll find information about those commands in the application's
documentation.
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Lock Up Document...
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Command

About [application name]...

New Document

Manage Documents...

Look Up Document...

Description

Gives the name of the company or individuals who created

the application, as well as the applicarion's copyright
notice.

Opens a new document.

Opens a form that enables you to rename, remove, copy,
and open documents. It also enables you to creare an index
for your documents.

Opens a form that enables you to look up the documents
you indexed by using the Manage Documents form.
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Mark Up...

Fax...

Print...

Launches the Mark Up application, which crublcs you to
capture a document in its current statc and scribblc on

the copy.

Opens a form that lets you fax a document.

Opens a form that lets you print a document using a

printer other than the one specified in Print to [Printer
Name] . Also allows you to specifi, the page ranges and

number of copies to print.

Print to [Printer Name] Prints the current document, using the default printer
you chose through the Printer Setup accessory. This
command doesn't appear if you haven't chosen a default
printer.

Modifying the Dock

You can place up to sixteen buttons in the dock, which gives you a quick and easy way to
access the applications and accessories you use most frequently.

Once you've opened the Software Catalog, you can put a button in the dock by using either
of two methods. You can choose the Copy command from the button's command compass,

and drag the button into the dock. If you drag the button into an empry spot, the button is

positioned there; if you drag it into a spot that's already occupied by a button, it replaces that
button.
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You can also place a button in the dock by choosing the Add to Dock command in rhe
button's comPass. The Add to Dock command appears only if the button isn't in the dock.
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To remove a button from the dock, choose the Remove from Dock command in the button's
compass; this command is displayed only if the button is in the dock. To eliminate the spaces

between docked buttons, choose the Compress Dock command from the compass in the

Software Catalog's title bar.

Responding to Notices

The computer informs you about certain events, such as calendar alarms, low battery power,

and so on. You're informed by the appearance of a notice on the right side of the dock, next

to the Paper Tray.

idifl Handprinting
JJJII Trainer *1[l rr*"*nt*.u lll
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Calendar Alarm

If more than one notice is displayed, they're stacked on top of each other, with the newest
event on top and the older ones below.

In addition to displaying a notice in the dock, the computer beeps and, in some cases, displays
a larger warning on the screen.

Rcsponding rc Noticcs 4.40
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A docked notice behaves likc othcr itcrns in thc clock. lWhcn yor.r tup it, thc noticc opcns

above the dock, displaying a form that gives you more infbulation about thc cvcllt thrt
prompted the notice. This is what appears on the screen when you tap a notice:

1. Alarm buttons

Tap a button to get details about

alarm displays the calendar entry

2. Command compasses

the corresponding notice. For example, tapping the calendar

that triggered the alarm.

Choose the Remove command to remove the notice; choose the Menu command to bring up
a menu that contains a single command that enables you to make the notice reappear (as a

reminder to you). You set the time to the notice's reappearance in the Notification Prefer-

ences part of User Preferences. Notification Preferences is described below.

.,frI Ca="dar Alarm

ffil,l,|ra**r*.e,.,fui

\ lf.inter Problem
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There are only rwo commands in the compass at the top of the Notices: Downplay Notices
and Notification Preferences. \7hen you choose Downplay Notices, the computer won'r beep
when a notice is displayed, and it won't display larger warnings on rhe screen (with certain
excePtions, such as when the battery is low). You might want to use this command when
you're in a meeting, or giving a presentation, and don't want to be disturbed by notices.
\When chosen, this command becomes Normal Notices.

Notif ication Preferences

You can also set your preferences for notices through Notification Preferences, which you can
access either in User Preferences in the Software Catalog or from the Notices sheet. Opening
Notification Preferences brings up rhe following form:
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1. Remind Me button

Notices reappear, as a reminder to you, after the amount of time you specifr here. For ex-

ample, if you choose In 5 Minutes, the notice reappears in five minutes.

2. Notice conditions

The conditions that prompt notices are listed here.

3. Notice priority buttons

You can prioritize each notice condition here, on a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 is the lowest

priority. Appropriate priorities have been preset for you.

4. Notice timing buttons

If you choose \When It Happens, the contents of the notice are displayed above the dock

when the notice is given; if you choose \7hen I Ask, the contents are displayed only when you

tap the notice. The exception is critical low power alerts, which are always displayed when

they happen.

5. Audio alarm buttons

Check the Sound box if you want the computer to beep when a notice is given.
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Chapter 5: Worhing uith Documents

In the last chapter, you learned the basics of working on the Momenta Computer. This chapter

explains how to edit documents, file them away, and transfer information between them. It also

explains how to creAte complex documents that include text, graphics, churts, and scribbles.

Managing and Looking Up Documents

Documents on the Momenta Computer behave like inked paper in one more respect: the
changes you make to them are permanent. The computer saves all your changes to a docu-
ment as soon as you make them.

Warning Mabe a copy of a document before you start changing it. This is apecially important ifyou
might need the uncbanged, original documentfor an! redson.

Most of the time you're working on the Momenta Computer you'll have a document open on
the screen. if you open an application for the first time, the document that appears is new,
and is named after the application; for example, it might be named Presenter. If you switch
applications and then return to the application you were using previously, the document you
were working in last reappears.
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It's easy to create a new document: Choose the New Document command from the applica-
tion menu (in the command compass in the title bar).

The document you were working on is filed away and a new document takes its place. The
new document is also named automatically. It's named after the application and stamped with
the date. For instance, it might be named Presenter: Sepr. 18, 1991.

You can, of course, change the document's name, or open, copy, and remove any other
existing document. You do these things by choosing the Manage Documents command from
the application menu. This command opens the following form, which lists all documents in
the application you're working in and enables you to index, or caregorize, them by keywords:

M.ttt.rgitt6.trrtl I rx,liing I lp [)ocrrrrc.rrrs 5.2
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In general, you can manage an application's documents only by using the Manage Docu-
ments form that the application displays. For example, you can't rename a Presenrer
document while you're working in Memo; you can do that only in Presenter.

l. Names area

The names of all the documents you create in the application are displayed here. Select a

name to open, rename, copy, or remove a document using the buttons described below.
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2. Open button

The Open button opens the selected document, which comes up in place of the document

currently being displayed. Once the document is open, you can work in it.

3. Rename button

The Rename button enables you to change a document's name; it displays a text field where

you handprint or type the new name.

4. Copy button

The Copy button makes a copy of the selected document, and identifies it by adding the

word "(copy)" to the document's name.

5. Remove button

The Remove button removes the selected document and puts it in the \Tastebasket, where

you can retrieve it if you wish. The \Tastebasket is in the Software Catalog, which is described

in the previous chapter.

Gategorizing Documents

You can also use the Manage Documents command in the application menu to categorize

documents by keywords. Categorizing your documents enables you to organize them by

subject (much as articles are arranged in an encyclopedia, for instance) and thus to look them

up with ease. For example, you can create a Personal Letters category and, within that cat-

egory, file your letters under various subcategories, or keywords.
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1. Selected document name

Select the name of the document you want to categorize; for example, tap the document
named Mark Twain's Novels.

2. Category text area

Handprint or type the name of the category you want to file the document under; for ex-

ample, enter the category American Lit. You can enter more than one category, and can file
the document under all of them. If you want to use an existing category, select it from the list
in the Category column.
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3. Category button

Tap this button to enter the category name from the Categoqy text area into the Category col-
umn. The document isn't categorized, however, until you've selected a keyword for it.

4. Category column

All available category names appear here. Select the category you want for the selected document.

5. Keyword text area

Handprint or rype the name of the keyword you want to file the document under; for ex-

ample, enter the kelvord Realists. You can also enter more than one keyword, and can file
the document under every one. To use an existing keyword, select it from the list in the
Keylvord column.

6. Keyword button

Tap this button to enter the keyword from the Keyword text area into the Keyword column.

7. Keyword column

All available keywords appear here. Select the keyword you want to associate with your
document.

8. Category: Keyword column

The categories and keywords you select in the Available Keywords area appear here. 'When
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you select a document as explained above, the Category: Keywords that it's associated witfi arc
listed here. To uncategorize a document, select the Category: Keyword you wish to dissociatc
from the document. The category: Key,word goes away, and the document is now
uncategorized.

Manage Documents Commands

The Manage Documents form also contains several commands that enable you to manipulate
the documents shown in the form. These commands are located in the Manag. Do.rrrn.rrt,
menu, which you access through the command compass in the Manage Documents title bar.

Quick Laak Up-.

DCE Files

Sort by Name
Sort by Date Modified
Sort by Date Created

E*move Cqt*S$ry
frernsve Keyruard

Quick Look Up...
This command opens a submenu that contains rwo commands: AND Ke),words and oR
Kel'words, which give you a quick way to look up documenrs which share the same categories
as the ones you've selected. Choose OR Keywords to track down documenrs thar are in aqt of
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the listed Category: Kel.words. Choose AND Keywords to track them down only if they're in
allthe listed Category: Keywords.

DOS Files
This command opens a submenu that contains two commands:

DOS Browser Opens the DOS Browser, which enables you to navigate the DOS
file system. The browser is described in Chapter 1 1.

crea'(erransrer""HHf 
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You may enter either a file name up to eight characters long, using only letters and numbers
(not symbols, such as an asterisk or a slash), or a pathname (which includes a name). Don't
use file extensions, such as .me. Unless you specify a pathname, the file is placed in the

current directory in the DOS Browser. For details on how to transfer files to another
Momenta computer, as well as on the workings of the browser, see Chapter 1 1: tWorking

in DOS.
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Sort by Name, Date Modified, and Date Created
These commands let you sort the documents shown in the upper part of the Manage Docu-
ments form according to three criteria: their names; the date they were last modifiJ, starring
with the most recent date; and the date they were creared, also beginning with the most
recent date.

Remove Category and Remove Keyword
These commands enable you to delete a selected caregory or keyword from the Category or
Keyword columns.

Edit Category andEdit Keyword
To edit a selected category or ke)"word name, choose these commands. An editor appears,
containing the category or ke)"word name. Make any desired changes, then tap OK and the
edited name replaces the original name throughout the Manage Do.um.nts fo.-.

Looking Up Documents

Use the Look Up Documents command in the application menu to locate and open a catego-
rized document, much as you'd use an index to look up something in an encyclopedia. Keep
in mind that you can't categorize a document by using the Look Up form; yo,, ."., do that
only through the Manage Documenrs form, which is described above.
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l. Category column

Tap here to look up a document under a given category; for example, to look up a document
by application, tap Applications (this category was created for you).

2. Keyword column

Tap here to look up a document under a ke)..word; for example, to look up a documenr in an

application, first tap Applications in the Category column and then tap the application's
name in the Ke),word column.

3. Category text area

You can create new categories by handprinting (or ryping) category names in this area. Tap
the button at the left of the text area to enter the category name in the Category column.

Mrrrrging rlrl l.ooliirrri tllr l)ocrrrrrcrrrs 5.10
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As a convenience, you're allowed to create new categories in Look Up Documents, but you
can't categorize documents here; you can do that only by using the Manage Documents fopn.

4. Keyword text area

You can also create new keywords by entering keyword names in this rexr area. Tap the
button at the right of the area to enter the keyword in the Keyword column. (Again, you can
categorize documents only by using the Manage Documents form.)

5. Category: Keyword column

The category and kepvord you selected in the Available Keywords areas appear here. You can
select more than one category and keyword.

6. Refine Search area

You can specify the nature of the search by choosing oR, AND, and the days. Choose OR
to track down documents that are in any of the listed items in Category: Key"word; choose
AND to track them down only if they're in allthe listed items in Category: Keyword. You
can also search by time period, restricting the search to documents you created within a given
time period. To choose a time period, tap the button next ro Created within and select a
time period.

7. List Documents buffon

Tap this button to get a list of the documents that correspond to the categories, keywords,
and search criteria you've chosen. You can open any document from that list.
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Look Up Documents Commands

The command compass in the Look Up Documents form contains
are described below.

four commands, which
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Remove Category and Remove Keyword
lJse these commands to delete a category or keyword from the Category or Ke).word columns.

Edit Category and Edit Keyword
Choose these commands to edit a category or keyword. \7hen you choose one of these
commands, an editor appears, containing the category or keyword. Edit the caregory or
keyword using the procedures described in "Editing Text" below, and tap OK when you're
done. The new version is displayed in the category or Keyword column.

Editing Text

You edit text on the Momenta Computer using a command compass that appears on the text
itself. You can edit only printed text-text that looks like the rext on this page, regardless of
whether it was entered by handprinting or typing. You can't edit scribbles, such as your
signature, because such writing is really a graphic object and can be modified only through
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graphic oPeratiotts. If a piccc of papcr or an arcA within ir conrair.rs a picturc of a stylus l ,

you can't handprint or rype in it. Such an area acceprs only scribbles.

In editing text, you can take advantage of the stylus and use certain symbols which the
comPuter interprets as editing commands. These symbols can be traditional proofreading
marks or new ones you teach the computer. To learn about the predefined symbols available
to you, see Chapter 6: Handprinting Recognition.

lnserting Text

In most applications you insert text at an insertion point, which is shown as a verrical bar with
a command compass at the bottom of it. The bar indicates where your handprinting (or

ryping) will go. One exception is Presenter, where text is inserted at the location on rhe page
where you begin handprinting.

F4omen

lnsertion Points

You can handprint an)'where in the text field, and the text is entered to the left of the
vertical bar.

Enter nepr do*ument name.

l:r,tes 
.

ot{
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a

d
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Using a Cell Editor

If you'd rather not handprint directly in a text area, you can use a cell editor, which gives you
a row of cells, or boxes, to write in. It's an alternative to printing directly in a document or

form. To open a cell editor, choose the Edit command from the command compass at the

bottom of the insertion point's vertical bar.

\When you open a cell editor, it comes up showing the word that contains the insertion point,
or the selected text. If there is no text or if no text is selected, the cell editor is blank. In either

case, handprint the text in the cell editor and tap the OK button when you're done. The new
or edited text is inserted to the left of the insertion point.

To create a blank space, tap a triangle in the cell editor, and a blank space is inserted to the

right of the triangle. To change a character in the cell editor, simply write over the character.

To delete one or two characters, draw a line through them, which selects the characters.

By dwelling on the selected characters, you get a command compass, which you can then use

to remove the characters and the cell they're in. You can also use the compass to move or copy
characters.

I:rliring

n
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Text Commands

The command compass at the text insertion point has its own menu with the following
commands:

Fant.,,
A* Upper (Er*
Jl,r Lonrer Cere
As Title
Inrert Return
tncert Tsh
lnrert $p+ce
Hack*pace

Font...
Brings up the font form, which is described later in this chapter.

As Upper Case

Makes all the letters in

As Lower Case

Makes all the letters in

the selected text upper case, as in "MOMENTA COMPUTER."

the selected text lower case, as in "momenta computer."

tu Tide
Capitalizes the first letter of each word in the selected text and makes all the others lower case,

as in "Momenta Computer."
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Insert Return
Inserts a new line at the insertion poinr.

Insert Tab
Inserts a tab at the insertion point.

Insert Space

Inserts a space ar the insertion point.

Baclispace
Deletes the character to the left of the insertion point.

The Edit Menu

Some applications, such as Memo and Presenter, contain an Edit command in the application
menu that opens a submenu with five commands you can use to edit text and graphic objects.

Remove
r-Opy I

Parte :'

Cl66i
SdEct All

x
{
v

Line fpa*in,[
Jurrtifi*ation ,

Stick-nni ,

lrditir

I
5.1
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Remove
The Remove command removes the selected text or graphic frorn thc docurncnt uncl plrrccs

in the Clipboard, where you can recover it if you wish. If you choose the Pastc cor.nnrrrncl

immediately after choosing Remove, the selected item is inserted to the left of thc inscrtion
point. This command works just like the Remove command in the compass.

copy
The Copy command copies the selected text or graphic into the Clipboard. \When you choose

the Paste command immediately after you've chosen Copy, the copied item is inserted to the
left of the insertion point. This command operares like the compass' Copy command.

Paste

The Paste command pastes text or graphic that was removed or copied immediately before
Paste was chosen. The pasted item is inserted to the left of the insertion point. You can also

Paste text using the caret mark, whose use is described below.

Clear
The Clear command deletes the selected text or graphic. Items removed with this command
aren't placed in the Clipboard and can't be pasted with the Paste command. In other words,
you can't restore them.

Select All
The Select All command selects the contents of the document, including graphic objects. To
deselect the contents, chose Select All again, or tap anl,where in the document.
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Using Editing Symbols

The computer comes with several predefined symbols you can use to edit text. To define your
own versions of these symbols, see the next chapter for details.

You must select text before you can edit it. There are three symbols, all specified in the
Handprinting Editor application, that you can use to select text: tapping rhe rext, drawing a

horizontal line through it, and drawing a circle around it. Once you've selected text, you
can remove it or otherwise act on it by using the command compass at the bottom of the
vertical bar.

Selecting the lnsertion Point

Tapping in a text field selects the insertion point; that is, it places the insertion point at the

--_-\ spot in the field where you tapped. The text you enter goes to the left of the insertion point.

\

@*nta Memo

You can position the insertion point only in text; if there's no existing text, you can'r move
the insertion point.

Selecting Text by Drawing a Line through lt

One way to select text is to draw a line through it. This method of selecting text is best used
for small amounts of text, such as a letter, a word, or a line or two.
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Memo

Draw the line as precisely as possible, or you may end up selecting text you don't want to select.

Selecting Text by Circling lt

Another way to select text is to draw a circle around it. This method is best used to select
discrete amounts of text, such as one or more words or a paragraph. This symbol is predefined
and should be drawn clockwise; if you want to change it, see the next chapter for details.

omen Memo Memo

You don't have to draw the circle very accurately; as shown above, the circle need not
encompass every character for a word or paragraph to be selected.

Extending a Text Selection

By holding down the stylus button and
insertion point and the place where you

Momentd Memo

tapping in text, you select all text between the
taP.

,4emo
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Pasting Text

You can insert text by using the caret (an upside down "v"), which inserts whatever you had

last removed using the command compass. First remove text using the compass' Remove

command; then write a caret at the spot where you want to insert the text you just removed.

Momen
'{_--''

MemdMoffi(a,itZ
Backspacing

You can backspace over rext to the left of the insertion point by drawing a line from right to

left. The backspace symbol deletes that character.

Momenta Memd G(Y,omenta Memf

You can also backspace using the Backspace menu command.

lnserting Space

You can insert a blank space in text by using the space symbol-a curved line, drawn from left

to right.

lrliting'l'cxt 5.20
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Mome ^rffimenraJm**o
You can also insert a space using the Insert Space menu command.

lnserting or Breaking a Line

You can insert a line by using the rerurn symbol.

Here is a line of text

You can also break an existing line with the return symbol.

qfemo Momenta
lM"rno
J

The Insert Return menu command also lets you inserr or break a line.

lnserting a Tab

To insert a tab, use the tab symbol.
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Fonts

MomentlY"W"t" lt"t**o

You can also insert a tab using the Insert Tab menu command.

You can control the appearance of the text in documents by setting its font family,
typeface, and size.

' A font family is a set of characters with a consistent design. The Momenta Computer comes
with the ten font families illustrated below.

Bitstream Amerigo

Broadway

Century Schoolbook

Courier 10 Pitch

Dutch 801

Futura Black

Handel Gothic

Humanist 521

Swiss 721

ZapI Calligraphic 801

This is a prrti,:'ll.rrl1. ehgant lont tinrily.

Tlris ii t.}]}acalh' u$erl for lreadiircf or lreadlin€r.
Thip-, ip-, a harr,:ls;r:re gen+ral-pu4:,,:,:= fcnt faurill'.

TI'ricr is e =tan,:lar-d tllrEtrritEr f oni f arnily.
This i:: rr i:c,Fular generirl-pr-rrpase furrt lamrlt

This lhrnily i* lgricnlll lsrrl for hrarlilrr;* tr hrnrllino*.

This familg is also used fon headings or headlines.

Thi: fatn l'i 4 p=an: c,n the :crerrr.

Tlri= i= a pirpuler gener;rl-pur1-,l=e trnt furnilir,

This is a gen+ral-1.rn'p;le irrrt iarnily-
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'l'brcc o/'tbase Jbut Jomilies ora uosiotts oJ'ltopulrrr Jitut.f)tnilics, rltltouglt tltty but' tlillirutt
nltmes: Dutch 801 is a uersion of limes Roman, Swiss 721 is a uersiou of Helucticrt, tud Z4f'
Calligraphic 801 is a uersion of Palatino.

. A typeface is a variation of a font family, such as Bold, Italic, or Bold Italic. For example,

the typeface of Great Exptectations is Dutch 801 Bold Italic.

. Size is a relative measurement of text within a font family, and often varies between font
families. For instance, 12-point Dutch 801 is bigger than 10-point Dutch 801 but is

smaller than 12-point Swiss 721.

Taken together, these properties-font family, typeface, and size-comprise a font. Thus the

font of A Tale of Two Cities is Swiss 721Bold 12-point.

AII characters have a font, even an invisible one like the space character. If you place the

compass in a space after a word and start to handprint (or type), you get the font of the space

character, which is usually (but not necessarily) the same font as that of the adjacent text.

You can also control thefont of the text the computer uses in the title bars, menus, ancl other

places. For information on changing this font, known as the syrtem font, see the "User Preferences"
section of Chapter 9: Managing Your Time and lVorlz.

Setting the Font

You can change the font family, typeface, and size of text by using the Font form, which is

displayed when you choose the Font... command in the application menu.
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Swiis 721 ' ':rriir

7an{ fallis'o^hi- ftn lii!

rier l0 Fitch

utura Black

You can also use the Font form to preview the fonts you wanr to choose, and to see rhe
current font (the last character in a text selection or what you're about to print or type).

\7hen the Font form opens, it displays the current font, highlighting it in the Font Family,
Typeface, and Size columns. For example, if you select a word in Humanist 521 Roman
12-point, those properliss-FIurn2nist 521, Roman, 72-are displayed in the columns. If
the current text selection contains more than one font, only the font of the last character or
space is shown.

Editing 1'cxr 5.24
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\When you move the insertion point to another spot in the rext, or if you make another text
selection, the settings in the Font form change to reflect the new selection's font properties.

1. Font Family column

Tap in the Font Family column to choose a font family.

2. Typeface column

Tap in the Typeface column ro choose a rypeface.

3. Size column

Tap in the Size column to choose a point size.

4. Preview button

Tap the Preview button if you wish to view the font (or font properties) before you apply it. A
sample of the font appears in the preview box at the bottom of the form.

5. Underline button

To underline the text, tap rhe Underline checkbox.

6. OK and Cancel buttons

Tap the OK button to apply the font properties you've chosen to the text selection. Tap
Cancel if you change your mind.
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Using Stick-Ons to Create Gomplex Documents

Through the use of stick-on paper, the Momenta Computer gives you an intriguing new way
to create complex documents, combining printed text, graphics, charts, and scribbles. You can

do this by placing one or more stick-ons in a document and creating what you want in the
stick-on, which you can resize to suit your needs.

Stick-ons are located in the Paper Tray on the right side of the dock. There are four kinds:
Chart, Graphics, Scribble, and Text.

Using Stick-Ons to Create Complex Documents 5.26
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Placing Stick-Ons

You can place a stick-on in any document, or in any text field that accepts scribbling, such as

the Notes field in Calendar. To place a stick-on-which consists of a single sheet of paper-
drag a copy of the stick-on into your document, as shown in the following illustration of a

graphics stick-on being placed in a Memo document:

Once you stop dragging the stick-on, it gains a light gray border and a title bar with a

command compass. (There's one exception: the Chart stick-on has neither a border nor a
title bar.)

Thi= ie .a Ertauilard l-]+:EHriter f r:nt- iarLily.
Thr:: r:: ir pcpular gerreral-purpo::e fr,nt latnrli..

Thi* firrnily i* tnrically rrsr:rl frrr hoarlilrgs or hoarllincs.

Thr: famrll rrpFEnE irr th+ str+*n.

Tl ,: i- r p ar, L.lirt g*t ,E'il -ilr1 p l:
This is,l grLeral-Fr-rrpi::+ frnt fr:
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l,!, , , , ! rr'r.r,r$.'
Thrs is a popular general-purpose lont family.

Thi* farrrily i* lgrically rr*rrl for hcarlirrg* or hcnrllilros.

This familg is also used fon headinos on headlines,

This iam ly aplEaru on the scr+en.

This is a popular general-purpose {rnt fumily,

This is a gsreral-purpos+ font family.

To resize the stick-on, tap the title bar, which selects the stick-on, and drag the resizers that
appear at the stick-on's corners.

Using Stick-Ons ro Create Contplcx Documents 5.28
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Thie is a etandard tlpewrj-ter font family,
This is a popular general-purpose font family.

Thi* fanrily i* lnrically u*cd for hoarlilrg* or hcnrllirrw.

This femilg is also used for headinos on headlin€s.

This family appearu on the scre+n.

Thrs is a popular general-pu'pose lbnt fumrly

This is a gmeral-purpose forLt family.

To move the stick-on to a new spot, use the Move command in the stick-on's command
compass.
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This .i= -a s]--ardaril tyF+Hr.itEr frltt f arnily.
This is a 1:ip-u1rr genetall:urpr:e Iont Iarnrli'.

Thir farnily i* tgrically uirc(l lirr hr:arlirrr.;* or hrnrllilros.

This familg is also used fon headinos or headlines.

Thir frrrn ly aFpiaE in the s,:r++n

Working in Sticl<-Ons

The Graphics, Scribble, and Text stick-ons are stick-on versions of three Momenra applica-
tions and, aside from the stick-on properties discussed above, work more or less like those
applications. Thus, the Graphics stick-on works like the Presenter applicarion; the Text stick-
on like the Memo application; and the Scribble stick-on like the Notetaker application.

You work inside these stick-ons much as you work with the applications the stick-ons re-
semble. For example, you create a graphic object in the graphics stick-on much as you creare a

graphic object in the Presenter application-by drawing in it and by using the commands in

Usirq Sticli-()rrr ro (.n.rrr,( irrrrplrr l)()(lur)L,ru\ 5.J0
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the stick-on's colrPlrss to tnoclify tlre cllrrwing. Iior rlctails <ln lrow Lo wor.li within tlrr,'l't,xr,
Scribble, and Graphics stick-ons, see Chapter 7: Crcating Mcnros, Notcs, ancl (irrrplrics.

Standard Stick-On Menu Commands

Each stick-on's menu, which you open by choosing the Menu command in the stick-on's
command compass, contains three standard commands:

Hide Title Bar
Choosing this command hides the stick-on's title bar. To get the title bar back, choose the
Show AII Title Bars command in the applicarion menu.

Hide Border and Show Border
Choosing these commands hides or shows the stick-on's border. If you choose Hide Border
and Show Title Bars, the title bar is shown in black but the border is displayed in gray. If you
choose Hide Border and Hide Title Bar (or Hide All Title Bars), both the ritle bar and the
borders disappear. When you print the document, the stick-on is printed as it's displayed
on the screen.

In addition to these commands, each kind of stick-on conrains additional commands that are
the same as the commands for the corresponding application (that is, Presenter, Memo, or
Notetaker).

If the application, such as Memo, allows the use of stick-ons, its application menu has a
Stick-ons command with the following subcommands:
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e-fififfiEf, show Ail Titte Bars

Hide AII Title Bars

Hides the title bars of all stick-ons in the document.

ShowAll Title Bars

Reveals the title bars of all stick-ons in the document.

Transferring lnformation between Documents

You can transfer text, graphics, and other information between documents by using the

Scrapbook and the Clipboard, Iocated in the Paper Tray on the right side of the dock.

Using the Scrapbook

You can put any stick-on, text, or graphic selection into the Scrapbook, where it stays until
you're ready to put it into a document. To place something in the scrapbook, all you have to

do is select it and drag it there, using the Move or Copy command in the object's command

compass.

Transfcrring Inlbrmation lrctrvecn I)ocunents 5.32
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Premntar

:

Objects are displayed in the Scrapbook like pictures in a photo album. To move, copy, or
otherwise manipulate an object in the Scrapbook, select it and use the selection's command
comPass. To add pages to the scrapbook, and to move between pages, use the new page and
next and previous pages controls in the title bar.

Using the Clipboard

The Clipboard contains the last five objects you removed from documents using the com-
mand compass' Remove command and/or copied using the compass' Copy command.
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You can retrieve an item from the Clipboard by selecting it and dragging it out using the
Move command in the item's command compass.

Translerring Information between Documents
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Chapter 6: Handprinting Recognition

No computer cAn dccurdtely decipher a scribbled note and turn it into printed text. But the

Momenta Compater can identifii ltour writing and correctly conaert it into printed text-prouided

you rurite in a neat and consistent wqt. Called handprinting recognition, this process lets you uedte

docarnents ruithout Uping a single u-,ord.

As explained earlier in this manual, all paper on tlte computer performs handprinting recognition,

with one exception: Paper labeled with a small pen in the u?per right, such as Notetaker ?aper or

Scribble stick-ons. Such paper simply displays your writing or drawing as )tou entered it.

Printing Legibly

If someone else can't read your handprinting, the computer won'r be able too, either. So you
should always handprint according to the following guidelines, which will greatly improve the
computer's recognition rate:
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Bight Way

Wrong Way

Right Way

Wrong Way

Right Way

Wrong Way

ofltrY
\

OrPY

. Hold the stylus firmly againsr rhe screen, or ink may nor be laid down propedy.

-i) ' --1-
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. Print clearly and consistently, but in a way that feels natural and normal.

.11f"1)I+(- / id-l'I\frS -ton her^l
J\-/GI
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. Don't make stray marks.
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' Leave a consistent amount of space between characters, and leave even mofe space berwecn

words.

Right Way i/ ^. + r,1 n { r-fn,i -Ihr u3\^'t' :
Wrong Way .1* 0.,. tr. -i- er{ I I.r * Lr grr\ ls

Don't make the characters so small that someone would need a magnifying glass to read
them.

I l^re F l*.- #tdr++r5
!L__ l\_/+L |.-

clo r-e Ll. f nH*J='=

. Make the difference between upper and lower case letters clear.

Right Way

Wrong Way

Right Way I/ lI\V

Ir)VK)\

Vv L,/r^

Wrong Way /v Ll tn'
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. Make the difference between similarly shaped characrers clear.

Right Way
tJti,J J

iLItri,!J
Wrong Way

Setting Up a Dictionary

The Momenta Computer doesn't need a sample of your writing to perform handprinting
recognition, although it'll do a much better job if it knows what your handprinting looks
like-so it's strongly recommended that you provide such a sample.

It'll take you about 30 minutes to provide the sample-the procedure is called training
the handprinting dictionary-but it'll be time well spent, since it'll enable the computer
to recognize your handprinting with grearer accuracy.

But you don't have to train the dictionary if you don't wanr to (for example, if you don't
plan to do much handprinting). The compurer has a pretrained dictionaqy, based on a

generic handprinting style, that it can use instead. You'll be much better ofl however, if
you train your own dictionary.

Scttirrg Llp r Dictiorrrry 6.1r
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Using the User Preferences accessoty, yoLl tell the computer whether you wrlnr to usc rhc
computer's pretrained dictionary, or whether you want to train your own. If several people are

going to use the computer, they can each train their own dictionary.

You must be a registered user to train your own dictionary. If you're not a registered user,
you can become one by choosing the Enter New User command from the lJser Preferences

menu and typing your name and full name in User Preferences. For more information,
see Chapter 9: Managing Your Time and lWork.
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l. Available Users list

If you're not a registered user, select Guest
pretrained dictionary.

in the Available Users list, which lets you use the
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2. Handprinting Dictionary area

If you're a registered user, select either the Pretrained or Trainable dictionary. If you select

Trainable, you should immediately go to the Handprinting Trainer application and train a

handprinting dictionary; the Trainer is described later in this chapter.

3. Close button

Close User Preferences when you're done.

P retrained Gommands

The characters that you can use for certain commands have been pretrained for you. You can
edit these, if you wish, using the Handprinting Editor. These are the pretrained commands:

Gommands Text Spacing Graphics

Select r BackSpace +- circte O C aO
Paste /\t Return +J Rectangte *I,

LineThru 
- 

Space f\

t:] 8J E

Group (g
vt

Tab

Check

Prcrrrincd Conrnrrnds 6,6
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Using the Handprinting Trainer

You give the computer a sample of your handprinting-that is, you train the compurer's
handprinting dictionary-through the Handprinting Trainer application, which contains all
upper and lower case characters, numbers, and the most common punctuation marks and
mathematical symbols, such as percent (%) and the dollar sign ($).

If you want to train the dictionary in other, Iess commonly used characters, punctuation
marks, and mathematical symbols, you can do so through the Handprinting Editor, which is

discussed below. The Editor includes parentheses, braces, square brackets, and mathematical
symbols, such as +, l, and =, as well as various marks that you can use to give commands,
such as backspace.

-il4ren you open the Handprinting Trainer, you're presented with the first of about a dozen
pages of text. The object is to print the characters in the cells. There are about 600 characters

altogether, and it should take you about 15 minutes to print them all.

If you're interrupted during the course of your printing and can't finish the Trainer, don't
turn off the computer but return to the Trainer as soon as you can. If you turn off the
computer prematurely, the characters you entered in the Trainer are lost and you have to
start all over again. After you're done, the computer needs another 15 minutes to creare the
dictionary, during which time you won't be able to use the machine for other purposes.
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Ddeb Cell Entry

1. Left-Handed and Right-Handed commands

The Trainer is preset for right-handed users. If you're left-handed, go to the Trainer's

application menu and choose the Left-Handed command, which reorients the position of
the cells on the pages and thus makes it easier for you to fill them out.
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2. Training cells

Printing at your normal pace and normal handwriting, and keeping in mind the lcgibility
guidelines listed earlier in the chapter, handprint the indicated characrers in the cells.

3. Delete Cell Entry command

If you don't like an entry-for example, it's sloppy-you should delete it. Select the cell
(tap the part displaying the character you're supposed ro enrer), and then choose the Delete
Cell Entry command. You can delete more than one cell entry ar a rime.

4. Next Page button

'when you've filled out the cells on a page, turn to the next page by tapping the Next page

button. You can move from page to page and delete and rewrite your entries until you're
pleased with them.

5. Previous Page button

To go back a page, tap the Previous Page button.
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6. Train button

\Mhen you're done with the last page and satisfied with all your entries, tap the Train button.
Remember, the computer needs about 15 minutes to store your entries and create a

handprinting dictionary, during which time you won't be able to use the machine. While the
computer is training the dictionary, you'll see a gauge that indicates how the training is

progressing.

Editing the DictionatV

If a character is often misrecognized-for example, the upper case lerrer "O" is being mistaken
for a zero "O"-you may be able to improve the computer's recognition rate by using the
Handprinting Editor or the Quick Handprinting Editor. The Handprinting Editor lets you
edit the handprinting dictionary that you created in the Trainer, and train the computer in
characters that aren't in the Trainer. The Quick Handprinting Editor also lets you edit the
dictionary. It's designed to let you fine-tune characters right after you've used them and seen

that their recognition rate isn'r as high as it should be.

Using the Handprinting Editor

\When you open the Handprinting Editor, you ger a page like the following one:
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l. Characters to train button

Choose a character set from the "Characters to train" pop-up list. There are eight caregories:

Iower case letters, upper case letters, numbers, text spacing, commands, punctuation, graphics,
and operators. (The commands, text spacing, and graphics symbols have been pretrained for
you, but you can change them if you wish. The pretrained symbols are listed earlier in this
chapter.)
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2. Untrained character

If the bar containing a character is dimmed, the dictionary lacks that character. To enter a

character, print it in the box. Your entry appears in the Trained Characters area.

3. Trained character

If the bar above the character isn't dimmed, the dictionary has that character, and you can
view the various versions ofit by tapping the bar above the character. The characters appear in
the Trained Characters area.

4. Test box

'When you've entered a character in the dictionary, you should test it by handprinting it in
the Test box. The computer matches it to similar characters in the dictionary, and displays the
resulting matches in the Test Results area, wirh the best matches appearing first.

5. Add Test Character command

If you're satisfied with a test character you entered, you can add it to the dictionary by
choosing the Add Test Character command from the compass that appears when you select
the character's box at the top of the page. (Entering many samples of a character won't
necessarily improve the character's recognition rate, since the computer usually discards
duplicate samples. Also, the smaller your dictionary, the faster the recognition process.)
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6. Trained Characters area

To delete a particular sample character from the dictionaqy, select that charactcr ir.r rhc
Trained Characters area and choose the Remove command from its command compass
menu. You might want to delete characters that aren'r being recognized well, and replace
them with characters that are being recognized accurately.

Using the Ouick Handprinting Editor

Opening the Quick Handprinting Editor displays the following page:

62

I, o,.*.nr*r*

Add Recent Chatader

l. Recent Characters

Your most recently printed characters are automatically relayed to the Quick Handprinting
Editor, wherc they appear in the Recent Characters cells at the boftom of the page.

hara*ter
r-1ll
r .=rr
l:=-- l

fT.lfp__lT q -ltT_l
f.**lT , lf;__l
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2. Characters to train button

To add a character to the dictionary, first select the character group you want by tapping on
the button next to "Characters to train" and selecting one of the character sets from the list.

3. Handprinted character to add to the dictionary

Next select the sample character in the Recent Characters field that you want to add to the
dictionary; for example, in the above illustration you'd tap the cell containing the letrer "t,"
which the computer has incorrectly recognized as the lerter "f."

4. Character to train

Using the command compass for the letter "t" in the character set at the top of the editor,
choose the Menu command. This displays the Add Recent Character command, the only
command on this menu.

5. Add Recent Character command

Tap on Add Recent Character command to add the sample character to the dictionary as a

sample of "t."

6. Close button

Close the Quick Handprinting Trainer by tapping on its close button.

Editing thc Dictionary 6.14
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Enjoying Handprinting Recognition

Handprinting recognition is one of the Momenta Computer's most powerful features. After
you've learned how to train and edit your dictionary, you'll have fun refining your entries and
training the computer to recognize your handprinting. If the computer misses an entry here or
there, you can open a cell editor (described in the previous chapter), reenter the misrecognized

character and move on. If you're going to enter large amounts of text, you should probably
use the hardware keyboard.
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Cbapter 7: Creating Memos, Notes, and Graphics

Uing Momenta Memo, lou cdn credte memos and other small documents. Memo is a basic

wordprocessor, eall to learn anduse, with many of thefeatures thatpeople haue come to expect

from word Processzrs, such as a ruler that you cun use to set margins, tdbs, and indentation.

Unlike other word processors, howeuer, lou can handprint in it-and yur handprinting is

recognized and turned into printed text. Ylu can also type in it.

uing Momenta Notetakrr, ),o, can take notes, write lists, and draru simple graphs.

h's not a word processor, though-it doesn\ recognize your handprinting and doesnl accept

uping. h simply records your ruriting or drawing exactly as )/ou enter it.

Uing the graphics tool called Momenta Presenter, )/ou can credte accurate and

sophisticated drawingl For example, )/ou can ?ut a grid 0n the pdge, draw a layout of a house,

and uary the thichness of the drawing's lines to re?resent walls, windorus, and otherfeature1

Since Presenter recognizes handprinting, you can also label the drawing with printed text.
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Using Memo

A page in Memo consists of a ruler, which you use to format paragraphs in your document,

and a rexr region, where you enter text. It also has the standard command compass in the title

bar and a standard scroll compass. 'When you want to insert, select, or edit text, you place the

insertion point in the text region, and when you change ruler settings, ruler markers are

placed to indicate the change.

Using Memo 7.2

Momenta Memo
left, centered, md flush right,

12,and2.

Muy fonts rysiloble, in any size using outline font
t*hnolory. Alrc. the tqt cil be colored md underlined.
Obiects Hn be embedded in the t*t

1989 1995 ud ued and edited directly in
Plae.

Pen Control The oen en be used to select, move. cory and

LineSpacing I' I

Tabs Left
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1. Text region

Enter text here, either by handprinting or typing. \7hen you handprint in Memo paper,
Momenta recognizes your handprinting and turns it into printed text. For a general descrip-
tion of working with text on the Momenta Computer, see Chapter 5. You can also place

stick-on paper in the text.

2. Ruler

Ruler settings apply to paragraphs. Tap or drag in the ruler to set the left and right margins,
indentation, and tab stops. The ruler is divided in half lengthwise, as described below. Ruler
changes apply only to the paragraphs that contain the insertion point or selected text, so to
change the format of more than one paragraph, first select all paragraphs to be changed.

3. Insertion point

Use the insertion point to insert and edit text. To place the insertion point, tap where you
want to insert or edit text. To insert text, handprint an).where on the page, or rype on either
keyboard (hardware or Qwerty Tap Keyboard), and the text is entered at the insertion point.
You can use all the standard text editing procedures on Memo text, as described in Chapter 5.

4. Left margin

To set the left margin, drag or tap the left end of the lower level of the ruler.
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5. Indentation

To set a standard indent, drag or tap the left end of the upper level of the ruler to the right.

To set a hanging indent, drag or tap the left end of the upper level of the ruler to the left.

<-

6. Right margin

To set the right margin, drag or tap the right end of the ruler.

The right end of the ruler isn't divided into upper and lower levels and moves as one unit.

7. Tabs

To set a tab stop, tap the ruler at the desired spot, and a tab marker appears.

Using Memo 7.4
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To delete a tab stop, just tap the tab marker, and it goes away.

A new Memo document automatically has tab srops every half inch. There are no visible
markers for these default tabs on the ruler. \When you insert your own tab marker in the ruler,
the default tab stops to the left of it disappear. However, the default tab stops to the right of
those that you set remain.

8. Ruler marker

twhen you change the margins, tabs, or indentation for a paragraph to differ from the settings
of the preceding paragraph, a ruler marker appears to the left of the changed paragraph. If you
change settings for more than one paragraph at a time, the ruler marker is placed io th. l.f, of
the first paragraph in the group. The new setting applies to all new p"r"grrph, added after it,
until there's a new ruler setting (and therefore a new ruler marker).

9. Selected text

To select a block of text, draw a line through it or a clockwise circle around it. The selected
text is highlighted. The insertion point appears immediately to the right of the selected text.
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To extend a text selection from where the insertion point is positioned, hold down the button

on rhe srylus and tap on the location in the text where the selection should end.

Memo Commands

In addition to rhe menu commands common to all Momenta applications, Memo has the

following menu commands:

DOS Files
This option lets you work with DOS files in Memo. It has two options:

DOS Browser

Export to DOS

Bring up the DOS Browser accessory, which

Prompt the user for the name of a DOS text
current Memo document.

is described in Chapter 1 1.

file in which to write the

Edit
The Edit menu is described in Chapter 5.

Using Memo 7.6
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ln Addition

NIlIrE&lae,5ilr&;W
ju*tific*tion
$tick-onE

Line Spacing
Set the line spacing for the paragraph or selected text to one, one and one-half, or two spaces.

D{}S Fil**
Edit I

r r/2
2

Justification
Set the justification for the selected rext ro left-, center-, or right-justified.

IIOS FileE

rdit
Left
Center
Ri6ht

Line Spa,cingrtErunilfL.ffiJrlflt

$tick-trns

. Memo doesn't show where one page ends and another one begins. You can see where the
page breaks fall by printing the document or by looking at it in Mark Up.
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. Some symbols to use in Memo are described in Chapter 6. They are: tap, linethru and

circle, for selecting a piece oftext; backspace, for deleting a character or selection; and

return, tab and space.

Using Notetaker

A page in Momenta Notetaker consists of a note region, a sheet of paper that records any

marks you make on it, exactly as you make them.

,,I[
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\7rite notes and draw simple graphics in this region. Notetaker does not try to recogniz-c

handprinting, and it does not accept typing. You can place all four kinds of stick-or-r

paper here.

Notetaker Commands

In addition to the menu commands common to all Momenta applications, Noretaker has

the following menu commands:

Pages

Lets you manage the pages of your Notetaker document.

Llne *r*,n*
&a*kfiraund
g;ercktane

Henr F*;e, '

Elelete FBfe
Fimt- Fxge
Lsst fq6m
fuT*,,,1:,?a;g*.r;

New Page

Delete Page

First Page

Last Page

Go To Page...

Adds a new page after the current page.

Deletes the page that is currendy visible.

Goes to the first page of the document.

Goes to the last page of the document.

Prompts for a page number and then displays that page.
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Line Spacing
Lets you ser the spacing between lines on your Notetaker paper. The same line spacing

applies to all pages of the document. You can choose from the following preset spacings: 1,

1112,2,2ll2.You can also specifi, any other spacing, in pixels, by choosing Other.'.'

Bosk6rnound
Stick-trno

I

r r/2
1.

3 r/2
(}ther.,.

Background
Lets you choose the type of paper for your Notetaker document. The same paper type is

used for the entire document. You can choose from the following types of paper:

Fages Blnnk Faper
t-i"t-Srtfilr Lined ?ap*

-I-ILE-lJ Grapn Faper
Stick-ons -- r-- E- --

Blank Paper

Lined Paper

Graph Paper

Paper with no lines.

Horizontally lined paper.

Paper lined both horizontally and vertically.

ffiffiflflflfl'nflfl
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To Do Paper Horizontally lined paper with threc columns labelccl "t/," "N,r.,"

and "Description."

Using Presenter

A page in Momenta Presenter is simply a sheet of paper on which you can draw or handprint.
Presenter recognizes handprinting. It also accepts ryping from either the hardware or the

Qwerry Tap Keyboard.

1=ll
@Jl

Fr€isH,tgr

)

)
FTower
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1. Text object

Text objects are made up of letters and numbers that you place on a Presenter page by
handprinting or using your favorite keyboard. A text object can contain one or more words.

2. Graphic object

You create graphic objects by drawing on the screen. Any srylus actions you make on Pre-

senter paper that are not recognized as letters or digits become graphic objects. You can train
the symbols for the graphic objects rectangle and ellipse. Other graphic objects-lines and

splines-cannot be trained.

,/\/'rl1tt
i,r\/

\---_---J

ellipse linerectangle spline

l

t.,tl
I

\

3. Selected object

Tap on a graphic or text object to select it, as described in Chapter 4. A selected object has a

resizer at each corner and a standard command compass at its center. Each type of object in
Presenter has a command compass menu with editing commands appropriate to it.

There are two ways to select multiple objects. You can hold the srylus button down and draw
a circle around the objects you want to select, or you can select one object and then hold the

stylus button down as you tap on other objects to add them to the selection. \Mhen multiple
objects are selected, each one displays its own resizers and command compass.
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Presenter Commands

You can edit a selected graphic or text object using commands from the Presenter application
menu (in the command compass in the title bar), or from the editing menu in the command
compass of the selected graphic or text object. Each of the objects in Presenter has its own set

of menu commands. In addition, you can edit the text in a selected text object using the

standard Edit command on the compass.

For the Presenter Command Gompass

The Presenter application menu contains the standard commands, described in Chapter 5,

plus four additional commands:

Pages

Lets you manage the pages of your Presenter document.

Herr Fnge

.FisEit?:i gq ,..,:.

Laat P,9ge
trro I o fate...Edir

Grld
L*y+ut Sort Pages

Sticl+-ons

The following menu items are the same as

First Page, Last Page, and Go To Page... .

in Momenta Notetaker: New Page, Delete Page,
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Sort Pages Change the order of pages in a Presenter document. tiThen you select

this command, the Page Sorter appears and displays miniature
versions of the pages in your document. To change the order of
pages, hold the stylus down on a page and drag it to its new location.
All the pages reorder themselves around the page that you move.

The Page Sorter has its own compass, to let you cut, copy, and move

its miniature pages in the normal fashion.

Edit
The Edit menu is described in Chapter 5.

Grid
The grid is composed of light gray horizontal and vertical lines that do not print. Use it to
accurately place and align the objects on a Presenter page. tX/hen you first open a new

Presenter document, the grid is turned off and not displayed.

Using Presenter 7,14
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Page*,
rdir

dTFre
ffi$EEru

,Lwfau,h,

$tick-or

Grid-sn*p #n
Grid-snap Ofi
Hide Grid
Show Grid
Set Grid 5ize...
Size Grid to Figure

Grid-snap On Turn grid-snapping on. \fhen grid-snapping is on, a graphic object
that you move automatically aligns its upper left corner with the nearest

intersection on the grid. A text object that you create or move aligns its

baseline with the nearest intersection on the grid. AII four corners of a
resized object line up with grid intersections. Grid-snapping can be on
even when the grid is not visible.

After Resizing with Grid-snap 0nBelore Besizing with Grid-snap 0n
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Grid-snap Off

Hide Grid

Show Grid

Set Grid Size...

Turn grid-snapping off. \Mhen grid-snapping is off, you can freely

move, place, and resize objects.

Make the grid markings invisible.

Make the grid markings visible.

Set the spacing of the grid lines in pixels. Using the grid editor, you

can set different spacing for horizontal and vertical lines. The left
edit box is for horizontal spacing; the right edit box is for vertical

spacing. To change the spacing in either direction, tap in an edit

box to select it and enter the spacing you want by handprinting or

Using Presentcr 7.16
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typing.You can also use the up and down arrows to increase and
decrease the number in the selecred edit box.

GridEi.e:

lro [JIi* -vl+ l+a

--EEll Eanel I

Size Grid to Figure Change the grid spacing to correspond to the horizontal and
vertical dimensions of the selected object. You musr have selected
an object first.

Before sizing the grid to the obiect After sizing the grid to the obiect

Layout
Change the grouping or position of the selected object(s) on the page.
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Center Herizontally
Center Yertically

Pngue
Edit
trFrd

Align Left
Align Right

Iffi ArgnTop

Center Vertically

Align Left

Align Right

Align Top

Align Bottom

Align Center

Stick*rns Allgn Botbm
Align Center

Greup Fi6ure+
Ungr oup Figureo

Center Horizontally Align the center of the selected object(s) with the horizontal

center ofthe page.

Align the center of the selected object(s) with the vertical
center ofthe page.

Line up the left edges ofthe selected objects.

Line up the right edges ofthe selected objects.

Line up the top edges ofthe selected objects.

Line up the bottom edges ofthe selected objects.

Line up the centers ofthe selected objects.
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{, ellips$- RishtsidesArisned

,/\titt
\J

"g[lpEpr]-- Botoms Arisned

Group the selected objects into a single object. \7hen objects are

grouped, the entire group is treated as one object. \7hen selected,

it has one set of resizers and one command compass. You can

move it, resize it, copy it, and delete it as one unit.

Separate a grouped object back into its componenr objects.

T

Group Figures

Ungroup Figures

I

Centers Aligned

ffi
's

#

$ngt..rp"E , Group"d I
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For the Object Command Compass

Each type of text or graphic object (rectangle, ellipse, line, and spline) has a command

compass menu with a set of options appropriate to the object. AII object command compass

menus have the following two items:

Bring to Front
Make this object appear in front of all other objects on the page.

Send to Back
Make this object appear behind all other objects on the page.

Text Objects

AII text objects have the following menu:

'C"alc,s:""'" ': ' ::: ":

Hrinfr,,,T ,,,lF.wit :

ndTa,B*tkr,

Edltllr$exL I " 
"rii'rr iii"'

,onf *r,',,,,'.':"'l::,',',,1::,::':,:,:,:',ll',::..,,.:

Rx.,,,,Ugftrlrl:.,(;A.
,,,,,L$$raiiricHEE

,46,,r7Fitle' .l,,rlllt,llr

Color
Select the color for the type in the text object. The preset color is black.
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p.cU,,:,b q.,,6**,
fu Lrytrerll.Care
AsTrltl*'i l'...: ' ':':'''t:

Edit Text
Bring up a cell editor to handprint changes to the text object.

Font...
Bring up the font form to change the font of the text object.

As Upper Case

Make all letters in the text object upper case, for example, "MOMENTA COMPUTER."

As Lower Case

Make all letters in the text object lower case, for example, "momenra computer."

As Title
Capitalize the first letter of each word in the text object and make all the others lower case,

for example, "Momenta Computer."
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Graphic Obiects

Each type of graphic object has its own menu, although these menus have many of the

same oDtlons:

Fill Color r'

Frame Color /
Fatkrn /
Fr*me Styl* r'

Brin6To Front
SendTo Back

Fill Color r
Frsme Color /
Fr*me $tyle /
Arrow HeEdu /
BringTo Fr*nt
selrd I o Etesl{

Fr"*m* $tyle r
Arr*w l{esd* /
BringTo Frnont

SendTo Back

Ellipses and Rectangles Splines

Fill Color
Select the color to fill the interior of the graphic object. The preset fill color is none.

Frame Color
Select the color for the outline of the graphic object. The preset frame color is black.

n
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FramE Color rnn*

Patkrn -------7

Frame Style
Bring To Fr"ont
Send Trr Baclr
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Pattern (ellipse and rectangle only)
Select a Pattern to fill the interior of the graphic object. The preset fill pattern is no fill
pattern. A pattern applies to both the fill and the frame and takes on the fi'ame and fill colors.
This means that if you have, for example, selected dark gray as your frame color and light gray
as your fill color, you will see a dark gray frame parrern and a light gray filI parrern.

Frame Style
Select the appearance of the outline for the graphic object. The default frame style is a line
one pixel wide.

Fill Color

Fattern
Frame SQl*
Ering k Front
Send to Back

:g.t&rxll::ffiFrnme sqffiEE
Bring t" fWffi
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Fill Cdor
Fmme Color
Patt*rn I I .r

Arrow Heads (lines and splines only)
Pur arrow heads on one, both, or neither end of the line or spline. Lines and splines are preset

to have no arrow heads.

,l

4--
-----I"
{-}

Color (lines only)
Select the color for the line. The preset color is black.

Using Presenter 7.24
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ln Addition

' The symbols for ellipse and rectangle are pretrained for use in Presenter. You can change
them by using the Handprinting Editor as described in Chapter 6.

' You can change the angle ofa selected text or graphic object by pressing the stylus button
while dragging one of its resizers. A text obiect pivots around the baseline of its texr ar
its left edge. A graphic object pivots 

"rorr.ri 
it. upp.. left corner. you cannor rotate

Pivot Point

I
I

I

t

,,/-'------
\l a1\\-1a 

i

' The menu commands for grouped objects are: Bring to Front, Send to Back, Ungroup.

' You can enter text such as titles either by handprinting or by typing with either keyboard.
(If you use the Qwerty Tap Keyboard, you need to tap somewhere on the Presenter page
before you start ryping.) 

-i7hen you handprint, the text origin is where you entered ,ir. firr,
character. \Mhen you type, the text is placed at the cenrer of the screen. Additional typed
characters are added into the text string. Unselecting the text and typing ,g"in .re"t.. a n.w
text string.

' Recognition tip: Space your characters uniformly when handprinting. Presenter creares
sPaces between words when the width of the space is wider than the average character
width. Larger spaces result in separate words.

grouped objects.

Pivot Point

Basesrine Apples Iqetu
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chapter 8.' creating spreadsbeets and cbarts

The Momenta Computer irucludes two applications, PenCell'" And Chart, that let you build

sophisticated spreadsheets and charts. PenCell is a powerful spreadsheet tool prouided by penWare,

Inc. You can work utith spreadsheet data on its own, and you can use itfor creating charts. Att the

usualforms of charts are auailable-pie charb, bar charts, and so on.

Using PenCell

\7hen you load in an existing spreadsheet or creare a new one, a PenCell spreadsheet page
appears on the screen. The spreadsheet page consists of a spreadshrrt, ,ortrol buttons, i a;rptny
line, and a message line.
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1. Spreadsheet

A PenCell spreadsheet is a grid of columns and rows. Along the left and top are row numbers

and column letters, which let you keep track of where you are in the spreadsheet. You can

reformat the spreadsheet and its contents in many ways. You can even create a chart from

some or all of its data.

2. Cell

The intersection of a row and column is a cell. Cells store data, such as numbers, text (for

example, labels), and formulas. You can refer to a cell by its address, which is simply its

column letter followed by its row number, such as C5 or 4822.
Using I'enCell 8.2
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To enter data in an empqF cell, use one of the following techniques:

' Handprint a text or numeric value in the cell. \7hen you pause in your handprinting, the
recognizer enters the value into the cell.

' Tap in the cell to select it, then rype in a value or formula using the hardware keyboard or
the Qwerry Tap Keyboard. Press the keyboard's Enter key to signal that you are done
entering data for that cell.

To edit data that's already in a cell, use one of the following techniques. In both cases, you
need to tap in the cell to select it:

' Select Edit from the cell's command compass. This brings up a cell editor in which you can
make changes.

. \7rite over the data already in the cell.

3. Range

A range on the spreadsheet is a rectangular block ofadjacent cells. It can be a single cell, one
or more rows, one or more columns, or a grorlp of adjacent rows and columns. Use ranges in
commands and formulas to perform operations on more than one cell at the same time. To
specify a range in a command or formula, you can do one of the following:

' Type or write in the range's address, such as B2.84. This specifies a range that extends from
the cell 82 (upper left) to the cell E4 (lower right).
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' Select the range on the spreadsheet by dragging the stylus from one corner ofthe range to
the opposite corner. Drag the stylus down and then across, rather than diagonally.

PenCell does not support range names.

4. Title bar

At the top of the PenCell page is the title bar, which displays the name of the spreadsheet. if
you haven't named a newly-created spreadsheet, PenCell names it for you. You can rename ir,
if you want, using the Rename oprion in the Documenr Manager.
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5. Control buttons

In the PenCell page title bar are rhree control buttons:

Undo Undo the last completed spreadsheet operation. \7hen you repeatedly press

the Undo button, operations are undone backwards from the mosr recent to
the first operation on the spreadsheet. A description ofthe operation that you
undo appears in the message line (described below).

Redo Redo the last operation thar was undone using the Undo button. A
description of the operation that you redo appears in the message line
(described below).

Cancel Cancel the command or editing operation in progress before it takes effect.

6. Display line

The display line shows information about the selected cell, including its address, its format,
and its content, which is either a value or a formula. This information updates as you make
changes to the cell format or contenr.

Examples: A5 [U label (L)]: Costs

C4 [P general]: C3 * 4000.0/1000.0
A5 [U fixed (0)]: SUM(B5:B7)
,{5 [P currency (2)l: 84-88
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7, Formula

A cell can contain a formula that performs calculations using numbers or functions. The
calculation can be a simple mathematical operation such as subtracting one number from
another, or a more complicated operation such as determining the net present value of a series
of future cash flows.

\When you enter a formula in a cell, the spreadsheet by default displays the result of the
calculation in the cell and the formula itself in the display line. For example, if you enter the
formula l5+5, the spreadsheet displays 20 in the cell and 15+5 in the display line.

You can use cell addresses and range specifications in formulas to include spreadsheet data in
your calculations. For example, suppose you enrer the formula A1+Bl in cell C3. \flhen Al
and 81 conrain the values 15 and 5, the formula evaluates to 20. If you change the entry in
either A1 or B 1 , the result of the formula changes.

For more information on formulas, see the section "\Torking with Formulas" in Appendix D.

8. Corner cell

Selecting this cell selects the entire spreadsheet. The corner cell has its own command compass
menu, which is described below.

9. Message line

At the bottom of the spreadsheet is the message line, which displays information about what
the spreadsheet is doing and about your work. The message line is the place to look for

ilil H flilil TI
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Chsrt ',:": :l

Editt ,',
Gr)id,,,,'

3p:ilhldfrlnr

CdlAttributeg
Spreadsheet Options

prompts about how to proceed with an operation, as well as information about just cornpleted
operations. These messages are in the PenScript@ scripting language.

Pencell Commands

For the Application Gommand Compass

The PenCell application has the following comrnands on its applicarion menu:

LmparL..
rf,;gpg,J!,r,rr'

Fgrlltul*g, ,

ff,nbwi,::8.MM

Import...
Import a spreadsheet that was created in another application, such as Lotus 1-2-3 or Excel. A
list of existing, importable spreadsheets appears from which you can select the one you want
to view in PenCell.
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You can import any spreadsheet file that is in the .\[KS or .\MK1 format. In other words,
you can import any file whose name includes a .\[KS or .\MK1 file extension, such as

QlResult.\fKS or SalesRep.\X/K1. Most spreadsheet applications, including Lotus 1-2-3,
Excel, Quattro Pro, and SuperCalc, use these formats. Place any spreadsheets to be imported
in the /pencell subdirectory, which is in the same directory that holds your Momenta image.

If an imported spreadsheet file contains functionaliry that PenCell does not support (for
example, range names), the cells containing these functions come into your PenCell
spreadsheet blank. You can then edit these cells to enter data that PenCell can handle.

Export...
Export a PenCell spreadsheet to .\7K1 format to use with other spreadsheet applications. An
exported file automatically gets the same name as your PenCell spreadsheet plus the .\7K1
extension.

Chart
Create a chart for a selected range in your spreadsheet. The procedure for creating a chart
is as follows:

1. Select the Chart menu command.

'When you are prompted in the message line for a r,rnge, select a range on the
spreadsheet as described earlier. This range should not include cells that contain the
labels for rows and columns.

When you are prompted for a row containing titles, tap on the number of the row
that contains the labels for the X axis ofyour chart.

.,

3.
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4. At the final prompt for a column containing titles, tap on the letter of the column

that contains the labels for the Y axis of your chart.

5. A Chart Editor appears displaying your data in a vertical bar graph. The Chart
Editor and all its options for changing the appearance ofyour chart are described in
detail in the section "Editing the Chart" later in this chapter.

Edit
Lets you manipulate data in a cell or range in a variery of ways:

Chart

Grid
Split \,Yindrnrr

Formulas
Enter SUM

Copy the contents of the specified cell or range to the Clipboard.

Paste the contents of the Clipboard in the specified cell or range.

Move the contents of the selected cell or range.

C*llAttribuks
Spreadrheet O

copy

Paste

Move

coFy
Part*
H*rt*
Clqcrr
I nsert
Delete
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Insert

Grid
Lets you change the appearance ofthe spreadsheet's grid:

clear the conrenrs of the selected cell or range without deleting the cell or
range.

For a selected cell or range, inserr a new cell or range of the same size before
the selection. You specify whether the insertion is above or to rhe left of the
selection.

Delete the selected cell or range. The deletion creates a gap in the spreadsheet.
You are prompted to specify how to fill this gap: move data from the righr or
from the bottom into the gap.

Display Grid On

Display Grid Off

Display the grid lines (if they are not visible).

Hide the grid lines (if they are visible).

8.10Using PenCell
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Set Column lWidth Increase or decrease the width of a selected column using the

stylus.

Increase or decrease the height ofa selected row using the stylus.Set Row Height

Split'Window
A split window holds a row ot column title area (or both) fixed while you scroll the body of the
spreadsheet. You have the following options:

Split Vertical

Split Horizontal
(title) area. A split

Tap in the column that you wanr ro be the right edge of the
fixed (title) area. A split marker appears to the right of the selected
column. You can freely scroll the area of the spreadsheet to the right
of the split while the columns to the left of the split remain fixed.

Tap in the row that you wanr to be the bottom edge of the fixed
marker appears below the selected row. You
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Split Both

can freely scroll the area of the spreadsheet beneath the split while

the rows above it remain fixed.

Tap in the cell at the column-row intersection that you want to

be the boundary for both horizontal and vertical splits. The rows

above this point and the columns to the left of it remain fixed

while you can freely scroll the remainder of the spreadsheet.

Undo Split Window Return the spreadsheet to a single, unsplit window.

Cell Attributes
Lets you manipulate the attributes of a single cell or of a range. If no cell or range is selected at

Using PenCell 8.12
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the time you choose this option, you are prompted for a selection in the message linc. 'I'hc

suboptions are described below under cell and range menu commands.

Spreadsheet Options
Brings up a dialog in which you can set limits on compuration iterations. It also shows you
the current values for the default font, format, and label alignment and whether or not cell
protection is enabled.

Formulas
This option lets you edit and display cell values that are formulas.

{:lil#*lr.iiiii :'' , ii

Y,di,b,,: ::'': :""

Sfidri.lit,i r'r,llli' r,:rrrr,l.r"r.

SPAtlWndp\rr

CellAttrihrtes
Spreadsheet Optione

Show Formulas Display the spreadsheet showing the formula for each cell that has one.
For cells whose values are nor computed by formulas, the value is
visible. The spreadsheet shown below is displaying its formulas.

, tswlFlrim,ulus
sh u*t'*""'".
E,nt*riF,ornt,ula,l
Fu&*t 

'n="""''"'''
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ShowValues

Enter Formula

Display the spreadsheet showing text or a numeric value in each cell.
For cells whose values are computed by formulas, the value, rather than
the formula, is visible. This is the default spreadsheet display.

Tells PenCell that you're going to enter a formula in the selected cell.
You can enter the formula by handprinting or by ryping with the
hardware or Qwerty Tap Keyboard. \X/hile the selected cell is waiting
for you to enter a formula, selecting any other cell or range causes that
cell or range address to become part of the formula.

8.14
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Functions

Arithmetic Perform arithmetic operations, such as addition and division.

Date/Time Compute values based on dates and times. The functions NO\f and
TODAY use the compurer's clock, so the clock must be set properly
for date and time values to be accurare.

Financial Calculate annuities, loan paymenrs, cash flows, and so on.

The selected cell accepts a formula until you either pause in your
handwriting or you press the Enter key on the keyboard. If you decide
you don't want ro keep a formula you've entered, tap the Cancel
button at the top ofthe spreadsheet before you tap Enter.

Brings up an additional menu of function subcategories. Each
subcategory has a scrollable list of the predefined functions in that
category. Select the subcategory ro see irs list of functions.
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Logical Compute the results of logical formulas.

Relational Perform mathematical comparisons, such as greater than and equal to.

Statistical Perform calculations on lists ofvalues, such as average and standard
deviation.

If you select one of these functions while you are entering a formula in a cell, the selected

function is placed into the cell and appears in the display line, as shown below. The
spreadsheet's message line shows you the structure of the function, including its argument list.

Function Template
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To complete the formula entry for the cell, you can specify cclls ar-rd/or langcs ro Llsc rls

the values of the arguments by selecting them on the spreadsheet. You can also complctc
formula entry by handprinting or typing.

For more on using functions in formulas, see the section "\Torking with Functions"
Appendix D.

Enter SUM
Lets you directly enter a SUMQ formula in a cell. You can specify the set of values to be

summed by selecting a range with the stylus.

For the Gorner Cell Command Gompass

The corner cell has its own command compass with the following menu commands:

Default Format
Set the default format for all cells in the spreadsheet. It is preset to the general format.

Default Font
Set the default font for all cells in the spreadsheet. It is preset to the system font.

Default Label Justifi cation
Set the default justification for labels. It is preset to left-justified.

Default Fornrat
Default Font
Default Label Justifi cation
Sp readsh eet P rotecti on
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Spreadsheet Protection
Enable or disable cell protection for the entire spreadsheet. You can only turn on cell

prorecrion for an individual cell or range, as described below, when cell protection is enabled

for the whole spreadsheet. Cell protection is disabled by default.

To see what the current settings are for all of these options, look at the Spreadsheet Options
dialog. You bring up this dialog with the Spreadsheet Options command on the PenCell

application command compass menu.

For the Gell or Range Command Compass

A selected call or range has its own command compass with the standard five commands.

. You can copy and move data from one cell or range to another using the Copy and Move
commands. These are equivalent to the Copy plus Paste and the Move commands on the

Edit submenu of the PenCell application's command compass.

. The Remove command deletes the contents of the selection. This is equivalent to the Copy

plus Clear commands described below.

. The Edit command on a selected cell brings up a cell editor. It does nothing on a selected

range.

. The Menu command brings up a menu with the options described below. Note that you

can also accomplish many of these operations using commands on the PenCell application

menu and/or with command compass strokes, as described above. The menus for cell and

range are almost ths 52rns-1he cell menu has all the options on the range menu plus

several more:

Using PenCell 8.18
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Range Menu

Clear

Delete

Insert

Clear the contents of the selected cell or range without deleting the cell or
range.

Delete the selected cell or range. The deletion creates a gap in the
spreadsheet. You are prompted to specify how to fill this gap: move data
from the right or from the bottom into the gap.

For a selected cell or range, insert a new cell or range of the same size, before
the selection. You specify whether the insertion is above or ro rhe left of rhe

selection.

Specify the type ofdata the selected cell or range contains and how the data
are entered and displayed.

Format
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Number

Label

Date/Time

Logical

Brings up a selection of possible formats for numeric values.

Formats the cell for a string. If the cell contains a formula, the value
of the formula should be a string. You can enter strings directly,
without quotes.

Brings up a selection of possible formats for date and time values.

Causes the cell to contain a logical object (true or false). Logical objects can

be computed from logical and relational operations in formulas or can be

entered directly in any of the following forms:
true false

t
on
yes

Special Format Brings up the following formatting options:

Using PenCell 8.20
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Hidden/Unhidden Suppresses the display of the contents of the selected cellor range.

Text Displays the cell's content as text if it is a formula. Otherwise
displays the cell's value using the "general" format.

Cell Bar Graph Displays a bar graph in the cell for a small number. The size of
the value that can be graphed depends on the size ofthe cell.

Font Brings up the font form.

Justifr Right-, left-, or center-justifies the contents of the cell or range.

Cell Protection Can be on or off. If cell protection is on, you cannot change the entry in
the cell. Cell protection only works for individual cells if it is turned on

for the whole spreadsheet, as described above.

Pen Note (cells only) Brings up a small sheet of stroke paper on which you can

record a note about the cell.

Enter Formula (cells only) Tells PenCell that you're going to enter a formula in the

selected cell. See Enter Formula above for more details.

Functions (cells only) Brings up an additional menu of function subcategories. See

the description above for more details.
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Momenta Chart paper lets you add a chart to any page in a document that accepts stick-ons,

such as Notetaker or Presenter. To create a new chart, first display the page that you want to
place the chart on. Then open the Paper Tray and copy a piece of Chart paper. Drag the

shadow box onto the page, lift the stylus, and a new chart appears.

The newly created chart is a simple bar chart based on a small set of default data:

This chart is a helpful starting point for the chart you want to create. You can easily modiS, it
by changing the data it's based on, and you can just as easily change its appearance, turning it
into a pie chart, a horizontal bar chart, or another kind of chart. You can also enhance it with
Iabels, shadows, and other features.

Chart Commands

Two commands are available on the menu of a selected chart:

Edit Chart
Modify the appearance of the chart.

:m-m-Wwffi
l9B5 t9B7 I9E9 1995
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Edit Data
Change the numeric data on which the chart is based.

Editing the Data

The Edit Data command opens the Data Editor shown below. In the Data Editor you can
specify the values for each dimension or axis of your chart, and the value of each data point.
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1. X axis values

The values to display on the chart's X axis. These can be text or numbers.

2. Y axis values

The values to display on the chart's Y axis. These can also be text or numbers.

3. Data values

The data values to display. These must be numeric values.

To enter data in the Data Editor, handprint the numbers or text that you want. Your
handprinted entries are converted to a string. If there is already a value in a cell, simply write
over it to replace it. You can also enter data and labels in cells by ryping, if you first tap in a

cell to select it.

To update your chart with any data changes, close both the Data Editor and the Chart Editor.

Editing the Chart

The Edit Chart command opens the Chart Editor shown below:

Using Chan 8.24
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Selecting Edit on the command compass is equivalent to choosing the Edit Chart menu
command.

1. Chart display

The chart you're working on is displayed in the upper parr of the sheet.

2. Edit Data button

Tap this button to make the Data Editor appear. The Data Editor, which lets you enrer the
numerical data your chart is based on, is described above. You can also open the Data Editor
by choosing the Edit Data menu command, as described above.

......]-
Chart Type
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3. Font... button

Tap this button to bring up the font form. Any change in the font affects the entire chart. See

Chapter 5 for information about the font form. The default font is the system font.

4. Redraw button

Tap this button to update the chart display with the changes you've made to the chart's

aPpearance.

5. Chart Family button

Tap this button to bring up a menu of choices for the overall chart appearance. The currently
selected option appears as the button's label. A vertical bar chart is the default.
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Vertical Bar Chart

Horizontal Bar Chart

Line Chart
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6. Chart Type button

Tap the Chart Type button to bring up a menu of additional options for changing the chart's

appearance. The currently selected option appears as the bufton's label. The options vary

from chart to chart, depending on the chart family you select. For example, you can give a

vertical bar chart a basic rwo-dimensional form or a three-dimensional look.
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7. Additional display options

Depending on the chart family you use, some or all of the following additional options are

available for enhancing your chart's appearance. A check mark in front of an option means

that it's selected.
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DisplayAxis
All the relevant chart types (bar charts, area charts, and line charts) by default display one axis

labelled with the chart's X or Y values. This option causes a second axis to be displayed,
showing the scale of the numerical values graphed in the chart. It also adds lines across the
chart perpendicular to the scaled axis. The scale of the axis adjusts automatically to the
maximum chart value.

Display Labels
Label the various elements (bars, pie pieces, and so on) the chart with their values.

Display Legend
Display a legend identifying the elements in the chart (such as the bars of a bar chart)
of the values of the axis that is not currently displayed.

Display Lines
Display lines between the rows and columns of a table chart.

Display Shadow
Display shadows behind the individual elements (bars, pie pieces, and so on) in the chart.

terms
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Labels

Axis

The vertical bar chart shown below has been modified to display a second axis and a legend,
as well as labels and shadows.

Reverse X-YAxes
By default the data in a chart are displayed with reference ro rhe values of the chart's X axis.
Choose this option if you want to see the data charted with reference to rhe Y axis values

50

40
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instead. (You specify the initial X and Y axes in the Data Editor, as described above.) The
example below shows the same data displayed by the X values (years) on the left and the Y

values (qype of computer) on the right.
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. If you use the keyboard to enter data in the Data Editor, you can use tabs to move among
cells, as well as the keyboard's arrow keys. A carriage return (Enter key) terminates data

entry for the cell.

[_ _
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Appendix A: Coruputer Sptcifications

Hardware

Processors

. Intel Corp. B0386SX 20 MHz central processor

. Momenta communications controller

. Momenta memory controller

. Momenta liquid-crystal display controller

. Momenta power management and digitizer processor

lnternal Memory

.4MBRAM

. 0.75 MB ROM, expandable to 5 MB

Mass Storage

. 40 MB internal IDE hard disk drive

. 25 ms hard drive seek time (average)
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Liquid-Crystal Display

. B in. (w) x 6 in. (h) (10 in. diagonal)

. 640 x480 pixels

. 16 shades of gray (4-bit gray scale)

Fax/Modem

. Hayes-compatible

. Uses industry-standard AT commands

. Operates asynchronously at 300, 1200, or 2400 bps

. Sends and receives faxes at 4800,7200, or 9600 bps

' Meets ccITT Group 3 fax standards for 4800 and 9600 bps fax transmission
' lJses the following modulation techniques: Bell 103A and2l2A; CCITT Y.27,y.22,

V.22 bis, V.27, Y.29, andY.42

' Uses MNP@ Class 4 error correction protocol (with the LAPM protocol) and MNP Class 5
data compression protocol, in accordance with CCITT Y.42

' Provides 204 dpi horizontal resolution (approximately 100lines/inch in standard mode,
and approximately 200linesiinch in fine resolution)

. Offers both tone and rotary dialing

. \7orks with cellular phones

. Integrated voice support

Hardware A.2
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lnterfaces

10101 IBM PC-compatible RS-232C 9-pin serial port (COM 1)

IBM PS/2-compatible 25-pin bidirectional parallel port (LPT 1); SCSI devices may be
connected using a standard SCSI adapter

RJ-45 port

RJ-l1 port

Dimensions

. tt.75 in. (w) x 10.5 in. (d) x1.25-2.5 in. (h)

. 5 lbs 14 oz without batteries but with stylus

. 6lbs 7 ozwith batteries and stylus
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Power

. 100 V r.o 240 VAC, 47 Hz rc 63 Hz,using an AC adapter

. Main batteries: 10 AA non-rechargeable alkaline batteries or a rechargeable Momenta
NiCad (nickel-cadmium) battery pack

. Backup battery: one 9 V, either a non-rechargeable alkaline or Lithium battery

Operating Environment

. Ambient temperature: 41" F to 95" F (5'C to 35' C)

. Ambient storage or shipping (non-operating) temperature: -4o F to 113o F (-20'C to 45' C)

. Relative humidiqy: l0o/o to B0o/o, non-condensing

. Altitude for operating: -200 ft. to 10,000 ft. (-61 m to 3,048 m)

. Altitude for shipping (non-operating): -200 ft. to 40,000 ft. (-61 m to 12,192 m)

U.S. and Canadian Certifications

. U.S. FCC Rules: Part 15, Class B; faxlmodem, Part 68

. Canadian DOC Radio Interference Regulations: Class B; faxlmodem, DOC Certified

Bundled Accessories

. Keyboard

. Srylus

. Carrying case

. 10 AA non-rechargeable alkaline batteries

. Rechargeable Momenta NiCad battery pack

. AC adapterlbattery charger
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. Serial file transfer cable

. RJ-l 1 telephone cable

. RJ-l 1 telephone jack adapter

Bundled Software

Applications and Accessories

. Address Book

. Calendar (with audible alarms)

. Handprinting Editor (for handprinting recognition)

. Handprinting Trainer

. In/Out (for faxing and printing)

. Mark Up (for annotating documents)

. Memo (basic word processor)

. Momenta-to-DOS (quick access to MS-DOS)

. Notetaker (for taking notes in longhand)

. On-line Tutorial

. PenCell from Pen\Vare Inc. (spreadsheet)

. Presenter (for graphics and presentations)

. Quick Handprinting Editor

. Various accessories, including a four-function calculator and several tap (sofrware)

keyboards

Operating Systems

. Momenta software environment

. MS-DOS (Microsoft Disk Operating System), version 5.0
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Other Software

Thirty-three rypefaces from the following font families:
. Bitstream Amerigo (serif)
. Broadway (unengraved; headline font)
. Century Schoolbook (serif)
. Courier

Dutch 801 (Times look-alike)
Futura Black (headline font)
Handel Gothic (headline font)
Humanist (sans serifl
Swiss 721 (Helvetica look-alike)
Zapf Calligraphic 801 (Palatino look-alike)

Bundlcd Softwarc A.6
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